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BRAHMASóTRA-CATUÈSóTRÊ
The First Four Aphorisms of the Brahmasötras along with

ìaßkarÂcÂrya�s Commentary and English Explanation �ìreyaskari�

The most compassionate God has given every living being three statesó
jågrat, swapna and su¶upti. In the jågrat state, the j∂va obtains praj¤a of vi¶ayas which
are outside him; hence he is called bahi¶pæaj¤a. Transacting with vi¶ayas in this way,
he gets tired and goes to sleep. In sleep, when the j∂va is no more in association
with his body and the indriyas, he experiences the dream state. Våsanås of the objects
experienced in the jågrat state serve as vi¶ayas during swapna. Since in dreams these
våsanås are experienced within, the j∂va in the swapnåvasthå is called anta¨praj¤a.
Praj¤a means knowledge. In jågrat, the j∂vaís praj¤a is obtained with the help of
external light, but in swapna the light is from within.*

In swapnåvasthå it is the mind which becomes both the vi¶aya and vi¶ay∂ in turns.
Constantly becoming vi¶aya and vi¶ay∂ in this manner, the mind gets tired and
becomes inactive; then the j∂va loses connection even with the mind and enters
su¶upti. In this nirµupådhic (adjunctless - without upådhi) state, the ‹åstra gives j∂va the
name pråj¤a [j∂va is the name at the individual level (vya¶¢i) and pråj¤a is the name
at the cosmic level (sama¶¢i)]. In this state, the j∂va is all alone and becomes
ånandamaya. The light which illuminates the indriyas (sense organs) in both jågrat

*Where is the light in the dream coming from? It is not coming from the sun, moon
or stars. Some may say that the light is contained in the våsanås themselves. But this is
not so because there is a great difference between the external light and its impression on
the våsanås. Impressions are photos which have to be exposed to light in order to be seen.
Similarly, the mind containing the våsanås has to be illumined to see the dream. This
light does not belong to the mind because it is an object for the observer. How? Because
its absence is experienced by the observer in deep sleep. So, the dream light is not of the
mind. Since its absence is noted by the observer in deep sleep, the light has to be of the
observer only.
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and swapna is that of this pråj¤a. Waking up from su¶upti the j∂va says: ìIn the absence
of the mind and sense organs, I enjoyed the bliss of deep sleep.î This proves that
the light on the basis of which the j∂va experiences the absence of the mind and the
indriyas has to be his swadharma (intrinsic feature). Therefore, the upådhis* mind etc.
are inert; they are objects for his knowledge; they are of the nature of tamas
(darkness). In this way we see that j¤åtætva (knowership), kartætva (doership), bhoktætva
(enjoyership) and luminosity are the features of the nirµupådhic pråj¤a only.

This analysis of jågrat, swapna, su¶upti, brings out a surprising information: In
jågrat, taking the body as Self, everyone very naturally considers himself to be ëa
man, a youthí etc. Such an identity, which is on the basis of the body, creates no
doubt in anyoneís mind. However, when asked about his dream experience, he
encounters a difficulty: He says: ëIn my dream, I was swimming in the poolí. If you
ask him further, ëWho were you when you were dreaming? Were you the one on
the bed or the one in the swimming pool?í, he would be in confusion. It is very
clear that the one swimming in the pool cannot at the same time be the one lying on
the bed. In this way, an analysis of the dream state creates a sa≈‹aya j¤åna (doubtful
knowledge) about himself, in place of the unambiguous knowledge of jågrat (ëI am
a maní etc). If you ask him further, ëWhat were you in your su¶upti? Where were
you?í. He would say, ëI do not know what I was during su¶upti, nor where I was.í So
it is clear that in su¶upti, when he is not connected with the mind and other upådhis,
but is all alone, the j∂va has aj¤åna (ignorance) about his own Self. But, despite this
aj¤åna, it is at least clear to him that during deep sleep he was free from all upådhis

*An unknown object is sometimes recognised through a known object. For e.g., a
nearly invisible glass wall is known by a red patch on it. In this connection it is said that
the known object is an upådhi for the unknown object and the unknown object is the
adhi¶¢håna of the known object. Without adhi¶¢håna, there is no meaning in upådhi - it
does not exist. However, the adhi¶¢håna exists even without the upådhi. In su¶upti there is
no upådhi like the body, indriyas or mind. But the observer Self exists, certifying the
absence of all upådhis in su¶upti. We can only identify the adhi¶¢håna with the upådhi, but
cannot know what exactly is the nature of the adhi¶¢hana. In fact, we may even get a
wrong understanding of it. For e.g., in association with the upådhis of the body and
mind, we understand the adhi¶¢håna Self as man/woman, active/inactive etc. But everyone
knows that the upådhi-free Self in deep sleep is neither man/woman nor active/inactive.
The only way to understand the Self in deep sleep is through ‹ruti.
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like the mind, indriyas, body etc. and was alone. However, no one says that he was
not there during su¶upti. Therefore, when it is explained to him that his
understanding of himself in the form of a ëman or youthí during jågrat is mithyå
j¤åna, he would have no difficulty in recognising his mistake. It is another matter
that it is very difficult for him to give up this mithyå j¤åna. This is a well known fact.

In this manner, not knowing who he is, is the aj¤åna or avidyå of the j∂va. On the
basis of his own experience in su¶upti, he knows very well that he has no connection
with the body etc. Yet in jågrat, he does have the false knowledge that he is the
body etc. This false knowledge is adhyåsa. On the basis of this false understanding
only does he create the difference of ëI' and ëYouí, and mixing it up with råga-dve¶a,
gets caught up in the cycle of worldly activities (sa≈såra). Although worldly
activities are natural, the purpose of Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya is to show that for all such
activities, the basis is only adhyåsa.

Without using a word beyond the universal experience of the three states, the
Bhå¶yakåra presents his summary so that everyone can understand oneís fault of
avidyå. In this, we get a glimpse of the incomparable teaching skill and utmost
compassion of Bhagawån ›a∆karåcårya. By even just listening to the Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya,
an intelligent person understands his grievous mistake. After this, the seeker is
naturally desirous of listening to the following ‹år∂raka m∂må≈så (sacred discussion
of the j∂va) whose benefit is åtmaikatva avagati (experience of the oneness of the Self).
In this way, Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya is an introduction to ‹åriraka m∂må≈så.

Some people find fault with the Bhå¶yakåra for not having done ma∆galåcaraƒa
(words invoking auspiciousness), before commencing the Bhå¶ya. Obviously, they
do not understand the context. Ma∆galåcaraƒa is meaningful only for the one who
has understood his fault of avidyå and not for the fool who hasn't. Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya is
not a part of the main text. It is only a preface which prepares a seeker for the
auspicious message thereafter. Further, hearing the Sµutrakåraís word atha itself is
auspicious for the seeker with sådhana sampatti.

Henceforth, the Bhå¶ya Våkyas would be discussed to the best of our ability:

1. Ùeg<ceomcelHeÇlÙeÙeieesÛejÙees:

1. The two (entities) grasped as ëyouí and ëIí,

(1.1) The word pratyaya means knowledge of an object. When a pot is seen, the
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buddhi takes the shape of the pot and this shape is known as pratyaya. It is only
when the buddhi takes the shape of the pot that one says he has got the knowledge
of the pot. The pot is the object for this pratyaya. All such observed objects are
gocara, i.e that which is available for ëknowingí. All the objects which can be known
are grouped in the word ëyu¶mat-pratyaya-gocaraí and the knower is referred to by
the word ëasmat-pratyaya-gocaraí. In the words of Bhagawån ›r∂ Kæ¶ƒa, the meaning
of the word ëyu¶mat-pratyaya-gocaraí is k¶etra (observable) and the word ëasmat-
pratyaya-gocaraí means k¶etraj¤a (observer) [G∂tå 13.1].

Question: The word yu¶mat means ëyou' which is sentient. However, the k¶etra
is jada (inert). So, how can the inert ëk¶etraí be referred to as the sentient 'yu¶mat'?

Answer: It is not like that. Since k¶etra is insentient, had it been referred to as
ëidam -thisí instead of yu¶mat, then one would not have understood that the k¶etra
(including his body) is actually different from himself. We have already seen how
the inert body is accepted by the j∂va as himself which however is not his true Self.

Here the purpose is to convey that the k¶etra (which includes his body) and
k¶etraj¤a (his true Self) are of very different natures. Unless this difference is conveyed
through something the people experience themselves they will not understand it.
The experience here is that of su¶upti. In his current understanding however, k¶etra
and k¶etraj¤a are not different. He thinks of himself and others as non-different
from their inert-bodies. But at the same time, he very naturally feels himself to be
different from others. Therefore, if the k¶etra is called yu¶mat, it becomes clear to
him that it includes all the observable world. He also understands that the asmat
has to be different from it. But even then, the task of separating the k¶etraj¤a from
his own inert body still remains. Therefore, in the very next word, k¶etra-k¶etraj¤a
are respectively called vi¶aya (observable) and vi¶ay∂ (observer) respectively. In this
way, by first including the k¶etra in yu¶mat and then calling it vi¶aya, the difference
in the nature of k¶etra-k¶etraj¤a is brought to attention in two steps. From this it is
very clear that the whole world (including oneís body) is yu¶mat pratyaya gocara
while ëI' am asmat pratyaya gocara.*

*Any observable is yu¶mat pratyaya gocara. Sthµula‹ar∂ra - the gross body and
sµuk¶ma‹ar∂ra - the subtle body, both are observables. The latter consists of 5 j¤anendriyas
(ears, skin, eyes, tongue and nose), 5 karmendriyas (motor organs - våk, påƒi, påda, påyu,
and upastha), 5 praƒas (pråƒa, apåna, vyåna, udåna and samåna) and the four divisions of
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2. efJe<eÙeefJe<eefÙeCees:

2. which are respectively the observed and the observer,

(2.1) The word vi¶aya comes from the root ¶i¤ bandhane - ̂ fofluksfr fucéukfr fo"kf;.ke~

bfr fo"k;%* - that which binds the vi¶ay∂ is called the vi¶aya.

The one who grasps a vi¶aya is the vi¶ay∂. ›abda, spar‹a, rµupa, rasa and gandha are
the vi¶ayas. They get determined only when the different indriyas of the vi¶ay∂ come
in contact with their respective vi¶ayas. This is the bond which binds the vi¶ay∂ to
the vi¶aya. The whole jagat belongs to the vi¶aya category. Who is the vi¶ayi who
grasps a vi¶aya? For the vi¶ayas ‹abda, spar‹a etc, the respective indriyas are the vi¶ayis.
For these indriyas, the manas is the vi¶ay∂. For manas, the buddhi (intellect) is the vi¶ay∂
and for the buddhi, aha≈kåra is the vi¶ay∂. What is ahamkåra? It is the feeling: ëI am the
knower of the buddhi pratyayasí. This aha≈kåra is clear in jågrat and swapna. But now
the question arises: ëIs there a vi¶ay∂ for this aha≈kåra also? If so, who is it? Indeed,
aha≈kåra is also a vi¶aya. For whom? For me. ëWho am I?í I am that Pråj¤a, who, in
su¶upti, cognizes the absence of everything starting from aha≈kåra upto the jagat
consisting of sound, touch etc.

Question: In su¶upti, no one has the experience of identifying the absence of
jagat. So, how then can it be established that pråj¤a is the vi¶ay∂

Answer: It is not like that. It is true that during su¶upti there is no anubhava of
any vi¶aya. But the statement, ëIn su¶upti there was no vi¶ayaí, made after waking up,
is the experience identifying the absence of the jagat. Keeping this in mind, it is
said that pråj¤a is the vi¶ayi for ahamkåra also. ̂ HkwrHkfo";Kkr`Roa loZfo"k;Kkr`Roe~ vL; ,o bfr

izkK%A lq"kqIr% vfi fg HkwriwoZxR;k izkK mP;rs* - He is the j¤åtæ (knower) of all the vi¶ayas - of the
past and the future; therefore, he is called pråj¤a. Even though he is in deep sleep
(not recognising the presence or absence of anything) he is called pråj¤a
retrospectively (Må. Bh. 5).

anta¨karaƒa (manas, buddhi, citta and aha≈kåra). All these are observables. Observer is
the asmat pratyaya gocara. Bahi¶pæaj¤a in association with the gross and subtle bodies,
and anta¨praj¤a in association with the anta¨karaƒa are only intermediate observers.
Their ranges of observables are limited. It is only the self in deep sleep who is the ultimate
observer who is asmat pratyaya gocara for bahi¶pæaj¤a}
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(2.2) In this way the båhyajagat - indriya-manas-buddhi-aha≈kåra- pråj¤a form the
chain of j¤åna-kriya (the act of knowing). In this chain, jagat is always the vi¶aya and
pråj¤a is always the vi¶ay∂. However, each one of the indriya-manas-buddhi-aha≈kåra
is a vi¶ay∂ for the previous one, but a vi¶aya for the subsequent one. In fact, they
become vi¶ay∂ only in the presence of pråj¤a - not independently. Since a knower
even deeper inside of the pråj¤a is not in anyoneís experience, pråj¤a is deemed to
be the ultimate vi¶ay∂. From the jagat to aha≈kåra, the entire k¶etra is its vi¶aya;
therefore, pråj¤a is the k¶etraj¤a.

3. lece:HeÇkeâeMeJeefÉ®æmJeYeeJeÙees:

3. being opposite to each other in their nature like darkness and lightó

(3.1) K¶etra is tamorµupa (of the nature of darkness) while the k¶etraj¤a is prakå‹arµupa
(of the nature of light)*.

Question: How is k¶etraj¤a of the nature of light?

Answer: In jågrat, an external light, like that of sun etc., is needed to gain the
knowledge of an external object. But in swapna, the act of recognising shapes
continues even in the absence of an external light. Which is the light in swapna? It
has to be internal because there is no scope for an external light. One who thinks he
is the body may deny this and say: ëSince mind alone is there in dreams, the light
there should be of the mind onlyí. However, this is not tenable because even the
mind is inert, since its absence is also experienced in su¶upti. Therefore, the mind is
also an observable object. It belongs to the category of the observed and hence is
tamorµupa. It is not of the nature of prakå‹a. Pråj¤a alone has prakå‹a-dharma because
he is not becoming vi¶aya.

(3.2) Normally people understand by ëprakå‹a 'only the light of the sun etc.,
which is necessary for identifying the shapes and colours of objects in the external

*Here it is shown that vi¶aya is of the nature of darkness and vi¶ay∂ is of the nature
of light. The analysis is as follows: An object is identified by light, but not the other way
round. Here light is the identifier and object is the identified. Further on, the eye becomes
the identifier and the light the identified. Similarly, mind is the identifier and the eye is
the identified. Ultimately, it is the Self who is the identifier and all else are identified. So,
the ultimate identifier is the vi¶ay∂ - the Self in deep sleep and all else are vi¶ayas - the
identified - so of the nature of darkness. Only the Self is the nature of light.
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world. Therefore, they find it difficult to understand the statement of the ‹åstra that
pråj¤a is prakå‹arµupa. So what is prakå‹a? It will be explained: Another word for
prakå‹a is jyoti - ^-;r~ ;r~ dL;fpr~ voHkkldÏ rr~ rr~ T;ksfr% 'kCnsu vfHkékh;rs* - Whatever
illuminates something is called jyoti (Sµu. Bh. 1.1.24). Just as light enables one to
identify an object by its rµupa, similarly ‹abda, spar‹a, rasa and gandha also help one
to know an object. For example, even though it may be dark, we are able to reach
the village by hearing a dog's bark. Similarly, through touch we are able to recognise
a book etc. Therefore, ‹abda, spar¶a, rasa and gandha are also prakå‹a. The prakå‹a of
all these prakå‹as is of pråj¤a.

(3.3) The example of tamas-prakå‹a is given to explain the opposite natures of
vi¶aya-vi¶ay∂. For making this example completely meaningful, some people say
that tamas (darkness) is a stuff (bhåva-rµupa) like prakå‹a. This is not correct because:
It is only when illumined by prakå‹a that the shape of an object is known, and not in
darkness. Therefore, tamas-prakå‹a are indeed opposite to each other. But though
‹abda, spar¶a, rasa and gandha are also prakå‹a and knowledge of objects is obtained
through them too, they do not have their opposites. Therefore, there is no use in
trying to prove that tamas is bhåva-rµupa.

Tamas-Prakå‹a are only examples for showing the difference in the nature of
insentience-sentience of k¶etra-k¶etraj¤a. Confirming this contention the Bhå¶yakåra
says ëvi¶ayini cidåtmakeí in the very next sentence, separating the sentient vi¶ay∂ from
the jaŒa jagat.

(3.4) Question: Though pråj¤a is the pratyagåtman (the inner atman), the tur∂ya/
›uddhåtman is the åtman even inside the pratyagåtman This being so, is it not proper
to take the ›uddhåtman himself as the ultimate observer?

Answer: No. Because the one who is caught in the mire of adhyåsa is the k¶etraj¤a
only and not the tur∂ya ›uddhåtman. That is why Bhå¶yakåra takes k¶etraj¤a as the
vi¶ay∂, and not the tur∂ya. This has been clearly stated in the G∂tå Bhå¶ya. ^{ks=k{ks=kK;ks%

fo"k;fo"kf;.kks% fHk¬kLoHkko;ks% brjsrjrºekZé;kly{k.k% la;ksx% {ks=k{ks=kKLo:ifoosdkHkkofucUéku%A

jTtq'kqfDrdknhuka rf}osdKkukHkkokr~ vé;kjksfirliZjtrkfnla;ksxor~ l% v;e~ vé;klLo:i% {ks=k{ks=kKla;ksxks

feF;kKkuy{k.k%* - K¶etra-k¶etraj¤a are vi¶aya and vi¶ay∂ and of different natures. In them
the features of one are mixed up with those of the other due to adhyåsa. This is the
coupling of k¶etra and k¶etraj¤a. The reason for this coupling is the lack of knowledge
of their intrinsic natures. Therefore, this adhyåsa is mithyå j¤åna (false understanding).
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[G. Bh 13.26]. This is the same sentence as the first sentence of the Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya.
^;q"enLeRizR;;xkspj;ks% fo"k;fo"kf;.kks% re% izdk'kor~ fo#ºLoHkko;ks% brjsrj HkkokuqiiŸkkS flºk;ke~*,
which is under consideration here. This should be noticed. Therefore, who should
be kept in the place of vi¶ay∂ should not be decided on the basis of our limited
buddhi. The serious consequences of considering ›uddhåtman as the vi¶ay∂ will be
analysed later*.

(3.5) Question: No vi¶ay∂ is its own vi¶aya. Therefore, the pratyagåtman pråj¤a
cannot also become its own vi¶aya; so, how can he be the object of understanding as
ìI" i.e. asmat pratyaya gocara? If he is gocara, he becomes an object.

Answer: That is right. Unlike jågrat and swapna, there is no ìIî awareness in
su¶upti. That is why pråj¤a is not vi¶aya for pråj¤a himself. But for the bahi¶praj¤a who

*In deep sleep, pråj¤a does not recognise anything. Nevertheless, Bhå¶yakåra says
that he (pråj¤a) is the knower in the wakeful and dream states. The reason is: K¶etraj¤a is
the knower of the k¶etra. He has to be different from k¶etra; otherwise, the action of
knowing the k¶etra is impossible. The j∂va gets totally separated from the k¶etra only in
su¶upti. Therefore, the j∂va in su¶upti, viz. pråj¤a, is the k¶etraj¤a - the knower.

Answer: True. But he can know only the external world, but not his own body
with which he is associated.

Question: But he can know his eyes and ears?

Answer: But when he is knowing them, he is different from them, but associated
with mind and so on. Therefore the true observer of the k¶etra has to be different from it
totally.

Objection: The assertion that pråj¤a who is asleep and who is not knowing is the
j¤åta and the denial that Åtman who never sleeps and who is always knowing is not the
j¤åta - both statements are wrong.

Resolution: That ëpråj¤a is asleep and therefore he is not knowing anythingí are
mutually contradictory. If pråj¤a were asleep, he cannot know that he was not knowing
anything. Since he was knowing that he was not knowing anything, he could not have
been sleeping. This contradictory statement of bahi¶praj¤a is a consequence of his adhyåsa,
which is itself a contradiction. Next, it is true that Åtman never sleeps. But He cannot be
j¤åta. A j¤åta is one who observes something other than himself. But there is nothing
other than Åtman. So, He is not a j¤åta. Therefore, what is right is only asserted and
what is wrong is only denied.
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is able to get a buddhi pratyaya, pråj¤a becomes an object. How? Listen: Anyone
getting up from su¶upti says, ̂ u fdÏfpnosfn"ka lq[kegeLokIle~* ëI slept well. I did not know
anythingí, pointing to the pråj¤a only. Since he (pråj¤a) is grasped in this way in the
wakeful state, he is indeed experienced as an object. ëchtkoLFkkfi ^u fdf¸nosfn"ke~* bfr

mfRFkrL; izR;;n'kZukr~ nsgsøuqHkw;r ,o* (Må. Kå. Bh. 1.2). This is everyoneís experience.
However, just as bahi¶praj¤a knows himself clearly (as ëmaleí, ëyouthí etc.), he does
not know the pråj¤a clearly. Therefore, anyone will be naturally interested in
knowing about him. Let us leave this issue here. Later we will analyse how the
pråj¤a who is not a vi¶aya becomes a vi¶aya.

(3.6) In this way it is well known that the k¶etra, which is vi¶aya and tamorµupa is
very different from the k¶etraj¤a who is vi¶ay∂ and prakå‹arµupa. It is also well-known
that the pråj¤a and the jagat are pratyaya gocara. In this way, there is only one similarity
between the two, that they are both vi¶aya.

4. Flejslej YeeJeevegHeHeòeew efmeæeÙeeb leæcee&CeeceefHe meglejeced FlejslejYeeJeevegHeHeefòe:~

4. are known to be mutually dissimilar; so the features of one can never be
of the other.

(4.1) J¤ånakriya (the activity of knowing) is possible only when the vi¶aya and
vi¶ay∂ are different from each other. If they are not different, j¤ånakriya is impossible.
Everyone knows that k¶etraj¤a is vi¶ay∂ and k¶etra is vi¶aya. Therefore, it is well known
that one becoming the other or the features of one being the features of the other is
impossible.

5. FlÙele: DemcelHeÇlÙeÙeieesÛejs efJe<eefÙeefCe efÛeoelcekesâ Ùeg<celHeÇlÙeÙeieesÛejmÙe efJe<eÙemÙe

leæcee&Ceeb Ûe DeOÙeeme:~

5. Therefore, adhyåsa, the superimposition of the entity ëyouí and its features
on the conscious observer ëIí,

(5.1) Nevertheless the k¶etra and k¶etraj¤a are mixed up. Man, woman etc. are
the properties of the body; listening etc. are the properties of the indriyas; j¤ånakriya
is the property of the buddhi; All these are the k¶etra and its properties. Jåntætva is
the property of the k¶etraj¤a. In this way the properties of the k¶etraj¤a are very
different. It is everybodyís experience that the j¤åta pråj¤a has no connection with
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the k¶etra. No one is unfamiliar with this. Yet sometimes one says, ëMy buddhi, my
eyes, my body etcí, separating himself from the buddhi-indriyas-body etc. and at
other times says, ëI am intelligent, I am blind, I am a maní, identifying himself with
the buddhi-indriyas-body respectively and correspondingly carries out his
transactions (vyavahåra) with the world. In other words, he wrongly thinks of the
k¶etra as himself. In the same way, by identifying with the buddhi-indriyas-body etc.,
he says, ëI decide, I see, I am dark complexionedí etc. Not only this -

6. leefÉHeÙe&ÙesCe efJe<eefÙeCe: leæcee&Ceeb Ûe efJe<eÙes DeOÙeeme:

6. and conversely, the superimposition of the observer and its features on
the observed,

(6.1) Conversely, dharma of the pratyagåtman is also superimposed on the k¶etra.
How? It is not unknown that in su¶upti the ånanda is without any vi¶aya. Therefore,
it is clear that ånanda is the inherent feature of the pråj¤a. Instead of knowing this
through viveka, one argues: ëIn su¶upti, I was not aware of any ånanda. How then can
I say that I was in ånanda at that time? It could be just a dukha-free state?í Thus he
doubts his own experience and after getting up seeks vi¶aya sukha in jågrat. He
considers himself happy when he gets enjoyment through vi¶ayas, otherwise
considers himself unhappy. The import is that ånanda, which is actually the dharma
of the vi¶ayi, is superimposed on the vi¶aya. Similarly, even though sarva vi¶aya
j¤åtætva is the svadharma of pråj¤a, he says, ìI did not know anything in su¶upti. So
how can I be the j¤åta?í With this doubt, he superimposes the j¤åtætva on the buddhi.
He considers himself a j¤åta only when connected with the buddhi; when not
connected with the buddhi he thinks he is non-existent. In this way, he does adhyåsa
of his j¤åtætva dharma on the buddhi. From this it is clear that adhyåsa of vi¶aya- vi¶ay∂
in both the directions is not done unknowingly, but knowingly. That is, even after
the Guru explains where the mistake lies, he is still unable to correct himself.
Therefore this adhyåsa has to be mithyå-j¤åna only.

7. efceLÙee YeefJelegb Ùegòeâced~

7. can rightly be deemed illusory.

(7.1) Just as even after being told that ëThis is not silver, but shellí, instead of
making an effort to examine it and understanding it as shell, the continuation of
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the wrong idea that it is silver would be an obstinate wrong knowledge; so is this
adhyåsa also very obstinate. To see in pråj¤a the dharmas of the body etc. which are
not in him (pråj¤a) or to see sukha and j¤åtætva in the vi¶aya and buddhi which are not
in them - are all mithyå-j¤åna only. The object of mithyå-j¤åna is mithyå i.e., even
though seen, it is asat (does not exist). For example, silver not existing in the shell
but seen, is mithyå, i.e. asat. Here it is important to remember that the object silver
per se is not mithyå; but the silver seen in the shell is mithyå. Water seen in a mirage
is mithyå - it is asat. Here the mirage is pråtibhåsika satya, water is vyåvahårika satya.
Both are satya - not mithyå.Therefore, understanding that which is in front of us is
not actually water but a mirage which appears like water is right knowledge. To
know it as water is wrong knowledge. The object of this wrong knowledge viz.
water - is asat, because there is no water there. In the same way, world and its
dharmas or pråj¤a and his dharmas - they are vyåvahårika satyas, not false. But seeing
the dharma of the world in the pratyagåtman and seeing the dharma of the pratyagåtman
in the world is mithyå only, because the world is not in the pratyagåtman nor is
pratyagåtman in the world. On the other hand, if it is asserted that all superimposed
things are mithyå as a rule, and that the world seen in pratyagåtman is mithyå, it is
wrong. The reason being that in the reverse adhyåsa where the pratyagåtman is adhyasta,
he (pratyagåtman) will become asat, which is impossible. It should be remembered
that the statement ̂ vé;kl% feF;k Hkforqa ;qDre~*, implies only that adhyåsa is mithyå-j¤åna;
that is, only the adhyåsa between the observable and the observer is mithyå, not the
observer-observable themselves.

8. leLeeefHe DevÙeesvÙeefmceved DevÙeesvÙeelcekeâleeced DevÙeesvÙeOeceeË§e DeOÙemÙe Flejsleje-

efJeJeskesâve DelÙevleefJeefJeòeâÙees: Oece&Oeefce&Cees: efceLÙee%eeveefveefceòe: melÙeeve=les efceLegveerke=âlÙe

‘‘Denefceoced'', ‘‘cecesoced'' Fefle vewmeefie&keâesÓÙeb ueeskeâJÙeJenej:~

8. Nevertheless, superimposing one entity and its features on the distinctly
differing other entity and its features indiscriminately due to wrong
understanding, mixing up the changing and the unchanging, there is this
natural usage in people ëI am thisí, ëThis is mineí.

(8.1) In this way, when adhyåsa is taking place in both directions, at least this
much is clear: just as ignorance of the shell is the cause for the silver being
superimposed on it, the ignorance of the swarµupa of the pratyagåtman is the cause of
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the adhyåsa of the body on him and the ignorance of the swarµupa of the jagat is the
cause of the adhyåsa of the pratyagåtman on it. This means that the j∂va does not
know the swarµupa of either the pratyagåtman or the jagat. Without knowing their
swarµupa, he recognises them through their activity only. Although the activity cannot
exist without the swarµupa, the swarµupa does exist without the activity. It is essential
to know the swarµupa to get rid of adhyåsa. There is no doubt that even the aj¤ån∂
knows that pråj¤a has no activity. In spite of this, he does the adhyåsa of the activity
of jågrat and swapna on pråj¤a. Even though activity leaves him, he does not leave
activity.

Following this, ‹åstra also talks of his knowership etc for the purpose of teaching
etc. ^rsuso fg vgad=kkZ vgaizR;; fo"k;s.k izR;f;uk lokZ% fÿ;k% fuoZR;ZUrs] rRQya p l ,o v'ukfr*- It is
only by him who has the conceit ëIí, who is the object of ëI-awarenessí, who is the
knower that all actions are performed. He alone enjoys their fruit (Sµu. Bh. 1.1.4).
Here change, inertia, limitation and the activity based on them are the dharmas of
the world, while the world is the dharm∂. Knowership, doership and enjoyership
are dharmas of pråj¤a and pråj¤a is the dharm∂. Here dharma-dharm∂ relation is not of
non-difference as in fire and heat. It is in the sense that ^dk;ZL; dkj.kkReRoa u rq dkj.kL;

dk;kZReRoe~* - The effect is not different from the cause but the cause is different from
the effect (Sµu. Bh. 2.1.9). That is, the dharma does not exist without the dharm∂, but
dharm∂ does exist without the dharma. The dharma is seen in the dharm∂ only through
an upådhi. In nirupådhic dharm∂, there is no dharma. Both the jagat and the pratyagåtman
appear with activity only through their upådhis. In their nirupådhic state they are
actionless. For action in jagat, shapes (vikåras) are the upådhi. In its nirupådhic state,
jagat is Åtman only. For action in pratyagåtman, the body and senses etc. are upådhis.
Without them, pratyagåtman too is nothing but the actionless Åtman. The cause for
this mixing up of satya (unchanging) with the anæta (changing), leading to the adhyåsa
of ëme and mineí, is not knowing their inherent nirupådhic nature and seeing them
only with upådhis.

(8.2) What is satya? That which does not change. ^;n~ :is.k ;u~ fu'fpra rn~ :ia u

O;fHkpjfr rr~ lR;e~* - Known in one form, that which does not change from it, is satya.
What is anæta? That which changes. ̂ ;n~ :is.k ;u~ fuf'pra rn~ :ia O;fHkpjr~ vu`re~ bfr mP;rs*-
Known with one form, that which changes from it is anæta (also called asatya). (Tai.
Bh. 2.1). Here pråj¤a's unchangingness and the jagatís changefulness are well known.
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One who knows the meanings of the words satya and anæta will not contest this
because there is no vikåra in pråj¤a which could cause change in him.*

(8.3) Question: How can pråj¤a be satya? Everyone is pråjna in su¶upti, antahpraj¤a
in swapna and bahi¶pæaj¤a in jågrat that is, he is changing. Not only this. Even at any
one time, j∂vas are in different statesóif one is in su¶upti, another is in swapna and
yet another in jagrat. This also contradicts the claim that pråj¤a is unchanging.

Answer: It is not so. Pråj¤a is always pråj¤a only. Through the upådhi of mind
alone he becomes anta¨pæaj¤a and with the upådhi of mind and body becomes
bahi¶pæaj¤a. Though he appears different when he is with upådhis, his inherent nature
never changes. For example, seeing a cook preparing food with the upådhi of a
ladle, no one says ëwithout the ladle, he is not a cookí. Further, even with the
difference in bodies, there is no difference in pråj¤a. The reason is this: Following
the bodies, there is difference in the experience of bahi¶praj¤a. In jagrat, the experience
of one person cannot be understood by another person without asking him. To
know the experience, one has to ask the experiencer, that is, in bahi¶praj¤a, there is
multiplicity. Similarly, the experiences of antahpraj¤a are also different. Oneís
experience in swapna cannot be known by another without asking him. But it is not
so in the case of pråj¤a. One understands the experience of su¶upti of another person
without asking him. Therefore, unlike in the case of puru¶a of the Så≈khyas, there
is no multiplicity in pråj¤a, he is only one. Therefore, pråj¤a is satya.

*At this point it would be important to understand the definitions of satya, anæta,
mithyå, sat, asat and anæta. Satya means unchanging, asatya means changing. Sat means
existence, asat means that which does not exist (example given is of a barren womanís
son which is impossible). Satya and sat are used interchangeably by some. But this creates
confusion. Whatever is satya is undoubtedly also sat because that which does not change
definitely has to exist. But whatever is sat (exists), it could be either satya (unchanging)
or asatya (changing). Thus Brahman is both satya and sat, while the jagat is sat, yet
asatya. Many people define Brahman as sat, but if only this is said, the problem is that the
jagat also is sat; so, we will not be able to differentiate Brahman from the jagat. Therefore,
it would be proper to say that Brahman is satyam. But afterwords, we will see that
Brahman is not only satyam, but also j¤ånam and anantam. Therefore to say that Brahman
is ërealí is not enough, because this definition takes into account only one feature of
Brahman and not the other two. Mithyå means that which is seen, but does not exist.
Anæta in the bhå¶ya means asatya and not mithyå. Jagat is not mithyå but anæta or asatya.
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(8.4) Inspite of this, the mixing up of pråj¤a who is satya with the body which is
anæta, and saying, ëI am a man, I am a womaní etc. and ëHe is my friend, he is my
enemyí etc, and acting on the basis of this wrong understanding is well known.
The mixing of satya and anæta is what constitutes adhyåsa. The vyavahåra taking place
on the basis of this is spontaneous and natural (vewmee|iekeâ:); i.e it is not done after being
taught by someone.

9. Deen~ keâesÓÙeceOÙeemees veece Fefle? GÛÙeles~ mce=efle¤He: Hej$e HetJe&Â<šeJeYeeme:~

9. If asked ëWhat is this thing called adhyåsa?í the reply is ëit is the memory
of a previously seen (object) appearing as another (object)í.

(9.1) This sentence gives the definition of adhyåsa. It can be understood by the
silver-shell example. Silver is pµurva-dæ¶ta, i.e. seen earlier. When a shell is seen on
the road, one gets an elementary knowledge that it is something, but not exactly
what it is. Its shine brings the memory of silver. Without bothering to examine the
shell, one concludes that it is silver. This wrong knowledge is adhyåsa. That which
is not seen previously cannot come to memory, and that which does not come to
memory cannot be superimposed. That is, for adhyåsa, it is necessary that one should
have seen the superimposed thing previously. If silver had not been seen
previously, it would not have come to memory and one could not have
superimposed it on the shell. Not only this. The adhi¶¢håna in which it is
superimposed should also have been seen previously; otherwise, after examining
the shell, one will only know that it is some object, but not that it is shell.

(9.2) The memory of a previously seen object appears only as a mental
modification, the corresponding object will not be there physically before a person.
The word ësmætirµupaí in the bhå¶ya above means such a mental modification of a
previously seen object. When the object is actually in front, then the knowledge is
produced ëThis is that object onlyí. This knowledge is called pratyabhij¤a, which is
of two typesóindividual pratyabhij¤a and category pratyabhij¤a. When the cow named
Kålåk¶∂, whom one has seen previously, is seen again at some later time, one
recognises her and the knowledge is produced that ëthis is the same Kålåk¶∂ seen
earlierí. This is individual pratyabhij¤a. When one sees another cow named Swastimati
and recognises that this is also a cow like Kålåk¶∂, this knowledge is known as
category pratyabhij¤a. Here, Kålåk¶∂ is the previously seen cow and Swasthimati is
another cow. Therefore, recognising Swastimati as Kålåk¶∂ is wrong knowledge.
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But, recognising Swasthimati as another cow like Kålåk¶∂ is not wrong knowledge,
it is right knowledge. The reason being that for this knowledge the object is not the
individual cow but ëcownessí. The ëcowness' in Kålåk¶∂ is recognised in Swastimati
also. This is category pratyabhij¤a and not adhyåsa. In this way, if pratyabhij¤a is right
knowledge of a perviously seen object, adhyåsa is wrong knowledge of a previously
seen object. Therefore, adhyåsa is also called avabhåsa meaning the rejection of
incorrect knowledge after examining the adhi¶¢håna.

(9.3) Question: Even a small child has category pratyabhij¤a. When the mother
shows a cow to her child, calling it as ëcowí, the child recognises another different
looking cow also as a ëcowí. Through one individual cow, how does the child come
to know the ëcowness' in another cow?

Answer: Yes, it is true that even a small child has category recognition. This is
due to the impressions of previous births. Bæhadåraƒyaka ›ruti calls this ëpµurva
praj¤åí. (Br. 4.4.2)

(9.4) Question: The body one gets in this birth has not seen previously.
Therefore, in this new body, how does adhyåsa arise such as ëthis is meí? Is not
adhyåsa in the body one with a beginning?

Answer: Yes. Adhyåsa in the present body has to happen now; that is, it has a
beginning; it is not beginningless. But the våsanå of deha-adhyåsa is beginningless.
^v;e~ vfi cqfºlEcUék% 'kDR;kReuk fo|eku ,o lq"kqfIrizy;;ks% iqu% izcksék izlo;ks% vkfoHkZofrA ,oa fg

,rr~ ;qT;rs] u fg vkdfLedh dL;fpr~ mRifŸk% laHkofr* - This connection with the buddhi remains
potentially in su¶upti and pralaya and manifests again in jågrat and sæ¶ti because
nothing can be produced accidentally (Sµu Bh. 2.3.31). Even though children have
adhyåsa in buddhi, there is no adhyåsa in the new body. It can be understood like this:
When a child is beaten by its mother, it does not feel insulted; its behaviour with
her continues as before. The thought of wearing clothes or decorating oneself are
not entertained. There is no desire related to sex. These things show clearly that
there is no deha-adhyåsa in children. That is why the ‹ruti also tells the j¤åni ^ckY;su

fr"Bklsr~* - Stand in childhood (Br. 3.5.1), i.e. he must have the same innocence as that
of a child.

If children have no deha-adhyåsa when they are born, how then does the deha-
adhyåsa develop in them later? It is like this: When there is an injury to the body,
the buddhi understanding and then feeling the pain are the acts of prakæti ^bPNk }s"k%
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lq[ka nq%[ka lƒ~?kkr'psruk ék`fr% ,rr~ {ks=ke~* - Desire, aversion, pleasure, grief, body,
consciousness and dhæti (the quality in buddhi which firms up the body when it is
falling for some reason) - all these are k¶etra (G∂tå 13.6). Since in the child, the relation
with the buddhi is beginningless, it feels that the injury is to itself. When such
experiences coming through the gross body happen frequently, a childís body
consciousness starts growing.

After this adhyåsa is firmly established, and by a misfortune if one loses any
part of the body, he continues to have adhyåsa in that part for quite sometime even
after losing that part. For example, when somebodyís leg starts decaying due to
gangrene, it is amputated to save the rest of the body from getting infected. Even
after this amputation, a person continues to feel itching and pain in that area even
though the leg is not there. This is called phantom pain. For nearly a year the
person gets the imaginary sensation of itching and pain. As the realisation of the
absence of the leg becomes firm in the experience, the pain also goes. It is based on
such adhyåsa in the body that the ‹åstras prescribe post-death rites.

(9.5) Question: How does the connection with buddhi, which is snapped during
su¶upti, come back on waking up?

Answer: Since the buddhi rests in the nåŒ∂s during su¶upti, the j∂va cannot engage
in the act of knowing. The j∂va merges in ∫‹wara while retaining his knowership
(potential to know).

That is, even at the time of su¶upti there is avidyå, but no adhyåsa. Following
this indicator, ∫‹wara once again connects him with the same buddhi.

(9.6) Question: But in pralaya, all modifications are destroyed and only ∫‹wara
remains. How then can the j∂va get connected to the same buddhi in the next cycle of
creation?

Answer: The creation of the world by ∫‹wara each time is as it was in the previous
creation - ^lw;kZpUÊelkS ékkrk ;FkkiwoZedYi;r~* (°Rg Veda 10.190.3). The omniscient and
omnipotent ∫‹wara creates the necessary upådhis like buddhi etc. for the j∂va along
with the rest of creation and gives the connections to the corresponding j∂vas.*

*ëHow is that each j∂va gets up in the same body after sleep, even though as per the
‹åstras he had merged in Brahman?í The process of wakefulness starts as follows -J∂va is
asleep as long as his karma permits. Then he will get up according to his karma.
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In the foregoing, the sequence of how adhyåsa gets created in the new body
was explained. Presently, how the different schools define adhyåsa will be analyzed.
The three schools, according to their definition of adhyåsa are: anyathå khyåti, åkhyåti
and asat khyåti.

10. leb kesâefÛeled DevÙe$e DevÙeOecee&OÙeeme Fefle Jeoefvle~

10. Some (say), it is superimposing of the features of the one on another;

(10.1) Anyåthakhyåti: This is the one agreed upon by the Naiyåyikas and the
Bhå¢¢as. According to them, the adhyåsa of silver on the shell happens in the following
steps: On seeing the shell, an elementary knowledge i.e. ëit is somethingí is
produced and not the unique knowledge that ëit is a shellí. Because of the similarity
of glitter, the previously seen silver comes to memory. It is the nature of the mind
to get memory of a previously seen object whenever something similar is seen.
This is not the memory of a silver vessel seen earlier in a shop; it is the memory of
the category ësilverí. Then the shell is wrongly understood as silver. After examining
the shell, the correct knowledge that ëthis is not silver, it is shellí - arises. Then the
realisation occurs that the silver seen is non-existent. By non-existent it does not
mean that ëthere is no silver anywhereí; it only means that ëthere is no silver in the
shellí. If silver were nowhere, its adhyåsa in the shell would not have been possible
because it would not have been previously seen and so it couldnít have come to
memory at all.

11. kesâefÛeled leg Ùe$e ÙeoOÙeeme: leefÉJeskeâeieÇnefveyebOeveesYeüce Fefle~

11. it is the delusion resulting from not discriminating the two.

ëBut how does he get connection with his body?í Brahman is sarvaj¤a (omniscient)
and sarva‹akta (omnipotent); so, even though the j∂va cannot recognise, Brahman can.
Like the swan has the ability to separate milk from water, Brahman can separate the
j∂vas. This is called ha≈sa-k¶∂ra nyåya. What happens in pralaya is more complicated
because in deep sleep, even though the connection with body and mind is lost, yet they
are there; but in pralaya all vikåras (forms) are gone; therefore, there is no buddhi to
connect to. So how is it again connected? It is as follows: ∫‹wara remakes the universe
just like the previous one - ̂ lw;kZpUnzelkS /kkrk ;FkkiwoZedYi;r~* (°Rg Veda 10.190.3). The omniscient
and omnipotent ∫‹wara creates the buddhis and the bodies at the end and connects them
with the respective j∂vas.
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(11.1) Akhyåti: This is propounded by Pråbhåkara School. As in anyathåkhyåti
here also there are two j¤ånas - elementary j¤åna of the shell (the adhi¶¢håna), and
the memory of silver. Both are correct. But because of non-discrimination between
the two, an illusion is created that ëit is silverí. This illusory knowledge is adhyåsa.
That is, it is not wrong to see the shell as silver, but understanding the shell as
silver without separating the two is wrong.

(11.2) Question: Even though yellow conch is never seen, how is that to some
a white conch appears as yellow?

Answer: Only the one who has jaundice sees the white conch as yellow. Here
also, two knowledges are involved. The knowledge of the conch derecognizing its
whiteness and the knowledge of yellowness without knowing that one has jaundice.
Not differentiating the two knowledges leads to the wrong knowledge of yellow
color in the white conch. Ignorance of one's jaundice is the fault here. When he
comes to know that he has jaundice, he gets the right the right knowledge that ëthis
is a white conch, appearing as yellow only to me.í

12. DevÙes leg Ùe$e ÙeoOÙeeme: lemÙewJe efJeHejerle Oece&lJekeâuHeveeced DeeÛe#eles~

12. Others say, wherever there is adhyåsa of one on another, it is
imagination of the opposite features of the other on the one.

(12.1) Asatkhyåti: Because of the elementary knowledge of the shell and the
memory of silver similar to it - imagining the feature of silver in the shell is adhyåsa.
This is called dharma adhyåsa.Understanding the shell itself as silver is dharmi adhyåsa.
Some reject this saying that this is the Buddhistís asatkhyåti. Their thinking is this:
ëThough the object is not there it is seen due to sa≈skåraí, this is what the Vij¤ånavåd∂
Buddhists say. Here, if the silver is asat in the sense of ërabbitís horní which cannot
be found anywhere, then it could be the Vij¤ånavåd∂ís view. But if we understand
it just to mean the ësilver which is not in the shellí then it could be renamed as
mithyå khyåti.

Bhagawan Bhå¶yakåra would not have mentioned it if it were wrong. The
bhå¶ya våkya which justifies it is ̂ 'kqfDrdka jtre~ bfr izR;sfr bfr v=k 'kqfDropu ,o 'kqfDrdk'kCn%A
jtr'kCn% rq jtrizrhfry{k.kkFkZ%A izR;sfr ,o fg dÍoya jtre~ bfr] u rq r=k jtre~ vfLr* - In the
sentence ëshell is understood as silverí, the word shell means shell itself but the
word silver refers only to the apparent silver because it is the object of wrong
knowledge. There is no silver at all in that place (Sµu. Bh. 4.1.15).
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13. meJe&LeeefHe leg DevÙemÙe DevÙeOecee&JeYeemeleeb ve JÙeefYeÛejefle~

13. Whatever it be, there is no deviation (from the rule) that the dharma
of one is seen in another,

(13.1) Now it is being told that the essential meaning of all the three definitions
is the same, the difference is only in delineating how the mithyåj¤åna is produced.
None of them deviates from the definition of adhyåsa viz; ^Le`fr:i% ij=k iwoZn`"VkoHkkl%*

and the description of adhyåsa viz, formulated by Bhå¶yakåra in the sentence ̂ vU;L;

vU;ékekZoHkklrka u O;fHkpjfr* in this sentence.

14. leLee Ûe ueeskesâ DevegYeJe: ‘‘Megefòeâkeâe efn jpeleJeled DeJeYeemeles'', ‘‘Skeâ§evõ:

meefÉleerÙeJeled'' Fefle~

14. and it is in the universal experience that ëshell appears like silverí,
ëone moon as if with a secondí.

(14.1) Bhå¶yakåra has given two examples for adhyåsa. It is important to
remember that both of them describe the situation after the imposed dharma is
rejected as a result of having obtained the right knowledge of the adhi¶¢håna. After
examining the shell and even after understanding that it is not silver, the shell
continues to look like silver. Therefore, the knowledge ëshell looking like silverí is
correct, not wrong, because knowledge of the shell separates it from the silver in
the memory - ^'kqfDrdk fg jtror~*] ^,d% pUÊ% lf}rh;or~*. In both the examples, ëshell
looking like silverí and ëone moon looking like with a secondí, the ëvat' suffix refers
to the rejection of a wrong knowledge after the right knowledge of the adhi¶¢håna
has been gained.*

(14.2) Now we should turn our attention to the roles of these two different
examples. They are respectively associated with the foretold two types of adhyåsa.
That is why Bhå¶yakåra has used the phrase ëtad viparyayeƒaí in the beginning and

*(Question) ëIt is clear that the adhyåsa of k¶etra in k¶etraj¤a is a case of mistaken
identity. But is the adhyåsa of k¶etraj¤a in the k¶etra a case of seeing one in many?í (Answer)
It has already been shown that praj¤a is not different from person to person like bahispraj¤a
and antapraj¤a, but only one in everybody (see sec. 8.3). But due to adhyåsa, even though
there is one pråj¤a only, a different pråj¤a is associated with each person. This is a case of
seeing many in one.
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also in the end of the this introduction. The cause of the first adhyåsa from outside
to inside is the ignorance of the nature of pratyagåtman. When one gets the
knowledge that he is the fourth Åtman, then there arises in him the following
realization: Though he appears to be transacting in the proximity of the upådhis,
he is actually the transactionless Åtman. The purpose of the shell-silver example is
to confirm this only. ëEven though it looks like silver, it is only shellí, is correct
knowledge. Similarly, understanding that ëeven though he appears as if coupled
with the features of the k¶etra, the k¶etraj¤a is actually different from the k¶etra. He is
tur∂ya onlyí is the correct knowledge.

The cause of the second adhyåsa from inside to outside, is the ignorance of the
real nature of the k¶etra. Multiplicity is seen in the k¶etra when viewed through
forms, but in its true nature k¶etra is also the fourth Åtman only. ̂ ,rS% izk.kkfnfHk% vkReu%

vi`Fkx~HkwrS% vi`Fkx~HkkoSjs"k vkRek jTtqfjo likZfn fodYiuk:iS% i`FkxsosR;fHkYkf{krks fuf'prks ew<S%A foosfduka

rq jTTokfeo dfYirk% likZn;% ukReO;frjsds.k izk.kkn;LlfUr* - These forms of pråƒa etc. which
are not different from Åtman are viewed as different by ignorant people. But for
the intelligent they are not different from the Åtman just as the imagined serpent is
not different from the rope (Må. Kå. Bh. 2.30).

For the one who knows this, the multiplicity seen through the indriyas is
sublated in the Åtman and therefore the k¶etra is seen by him as the non dual Åtman
only. This is sarvåtmabhåva, i.e. realising that nothing is different from himself. To
confirm this, the example of one moon is given : ^,dfLeu~ pUÊs frfej—rkusdpUÊiziapor~

vfo|k—rks cz„f.k uke:iiziap% fo|;k izfoykif;rO;%* - Just as one moon is seen as many
due to cataract, the world of multiplicity of names and forms cognised in Brahman
is due to avidyå. This is to be sublated by vidyå (Sµu. Bh. 3.2.21). One who has cataract
in the eye sees two moons even though actually there is only one moon. He who
does not have cataract sees only the one moon. In the same way, one who has
avidyå sees multiplicity in the world of forms. But the realised j¤ån∂, who has
sublated the multiplicity, understands only oneness. This is because ^dk;kZdkjksøfi

dkj.kL; vkReHkwr ,o* - The forms of the effect, in their intrinsic nature, are nothing but
the cause only (Sµu. Bh. 2.1.18). The world is kårya and Åtman is its kåraƒa. Therefore,
the j¤åni sees only the non-dual Self in the jagat.

(14.3) In this way, the benefit of the ‹år∂raka m∂må≈så i.e. discussion on the
j∂vaóis the obtainment of the vidyå of the oneness of Åtman. That is, from the point
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of view of the effect, it is onlyÅtman which is appearing in the two forms as k¶etra
and k¶etraj¤a respectively, through parå and aparå prakæti. However, from the point
of view of the cause, it is the unchangingly eternal, all pervading (like åkå‹a), devoid
of all modifications, eternally satisfied, without parts, self-illumined Åtman.
Obtaining the vidyå of the oneness of Åtman means realising that this Åtman is
himself.

 (14.4) Anirvacaniyakhyåti: This is the khyåti propounded by some others. Their
thinking is as follows: One sees silver in the shell. If the silver were not there, it
would not be possible to see it. ìThings are seen though they are not presentí, is
the opinion of the Vijnånavåd∂ Budhists. But this is not acceptable. Since one makes
an effort to pick up the silver, it must be there. However, on examination of the
shell it is realised that the silver is not there. Therefore, the silver seen in the shell
is of the nature which cannot be described unambiguously such as ëit isí or ëit is
notí. In the same way the world superimposed on the pratyagåtman is sadasadbhyåm
anirvacan∂yå - that which cannot be described unambiguously as ëit isí or ëit is notí.

This is not in accordance with the Bhå¶ya because in the previous section the
Bhåshyakara has clearly said ̂ izR;sfr ,o fg dÍoya jtre~ bfr u rq r=k jtre~ vfLr* - That there
is silver is wrong knowledge. Silver is not at all in the shell. Therefore, the silver
seen in the shell is asat and that it is seen is wrong knowledge. This is the
unambiguous description of silver. So how can the statement that ëthis is mithyå
silver about which it cannot be said whether it is there or notí be made? A thing
does not admit of options like ëthus, not thusí, ëexists, does not existí. Options are
a product of the buddhi. The actual knowledge about an object is not dependent on
the buddhi, but only on the object itself. Indeed, in respect of one and the same
pillar, the true cognition cannot be of the type: ëIt is a pillar, or something else, or a
maní. In this case, ësomething else or a maní is mithyå j¤åna. ëIt is certainly a pillarí
is the true cognition because this knowledge depends only on the object itself and
not the buddhi of the viewer - ^u rq oLRosoe~ uSoe~ vfLr u vfLr bfr ok fodYI;rsA fodYiuk% rq

iq#"kcqn~é;is{kk%A u oLrq;kFkkRE;Kkua iq#"kcqº‘is{ke~A fdÏ rfgZ\ oLrqrU=ke~ ,o rr~A ufg LFkk.kkS ,dfLeu~
LFkk.kqokZ iq#"kks ok vU;ks ok bfr rŸoKkua HkofrA r=k iq#"k% vU;ks ok bfr feF;kKkue~A LFkk.kq% ,o bfr

rŸoKkuea oLrqrU=kRokr~* (Sµu Bh. 1.1.2). In the objects j∂va etc. in one and the same dharm∂
there cannot be two opposing dharmas simultaneously like existence and non-
existence. If there is the dharma of existence, there cannot be the other dharma of
non-existence. Similarly, non-existence cannot be reconciled with existence. So, this
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arhata siddhånta is not rational - ^thokfn"kq inkFksZ"kq ,dfLeu~ /kfeZf.k lŸoklŸo;ks% fo#º/keZ;ks%
vlaHkokr~] lŸos pSdfLeu~ /kesZ vlŸoL; /kekZUrjL; vlEHkokr~] vlŸos p ,oaa lŸoL; vlEHkokr~ vlaxrfena

vgZra ere~* (Sµu. Bh. 2.2.23). For same reason, this khyåti is also irrational.

Therefore sadasadbhyam anirvacan∂yatva - ambiguity in the description of
existence or non-existence - is a meaningless imagination born out of the mixing
up of right and wrong knowledge; it is not the knowledge of an existent object. If
the silver seen in the shell is of a third variety which is neither existent nor non-
existent, then its determination requires a seventh pramåƒa (other than the six
available pramåƒas). For an existent object, its existence is fixed by one of the five
pramåƒas - direct perception, inference, analogy, presumption or ‹ruti and that which
is not not an object for any of these five pramåƒas is deemed to be non-existent -
^miyfCék y{k.k izkIrL; vuqiyCéks% vHkko% olRoUrjL;* (Sµu. Bh. 2.2.17).

For some people, there is another pramåƒa which determines the non-existence
of a thing - the anupalabdhi pramåƒa. Agreeing on this, there are a total of six pramåƒas,
five for existence and one for non-existence. This ambiguous silver being neither,
its existence can be fixed only by a seventh pramåƒa. But it is not right to search for
a pramåƒa to decide the existence of an imagined object. ^u v;a lkékq% vé;olk;% ;r%

izek.kizo`Ÿ;izo`fŸkiwoZdkS laHkoklaHkokS voékk;Zsrs u iqu% laHkoklaHkoiwfoZdÍ izek.kizo`Ÿ;izo`Ÿkh* - Such a
decision is not proper because it is through the functioning or non-functioning of a
pramåƒa that the existence or non-existence of an object is established and not vice-
versa, i.e. from existence or non-existence the functioning or non-functioning of a
pramåƒa is to be decided (Sµu. Bh. 2.2.28).

ëThere is no need for a seventh pramåƒa; the existence of this ambiguous silver
is established through direct perception, inference, presumption and ‹ruti alsoí, he
thus continues with his obstinate claim.

ëThis is wrong because, these pramåƒas are applicable only to things which
exist. If they were applicable to even objects which are neither existing nor non-
existing, who will have faith in these pramåƒas? Moreover, when the existence of an
object is proved through one pramåƒa, one does not look for another pramåƒa to
prove it. Your saying that all the four pramåƒas can prove its existence shows that
you yourself have doubts about its existence.*

*But Naiyayikas (logicians) say that there could be several pramåƒas for the same
object; they are therefore called pramåƒa samplavavådis.
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ëFor you, there is another question: you say that the jagat, superimposed on
the pratyagåtman is sadasadbhyåm anirvacan∂ya. Conversely, when the pratyagåtman is
superimposed on the jagat, is he also sadasadbhyåm anirvacan∂ya? Is pratyagåtman
also subject to the ambiguity whether he exists or does not exist? Such imaginations
are absurd.'*

Objection: ëIt is well known that the jagat is tatvånyatvåbhyam anirvacan∂ya
(Sµu.Bh.2.1.27). Here tat is sat and anyat is asat.Therefore, if we say we have not said
anything new, then?í

Answer: Tatvånyatvåbhyåm anirvacan∂yatwa propounded by Bhå¶yakåra is in
no way related to the sadasadbhyam anirvacan∂yatwa propounded by you. It is entirely
different. In Bhå¶yakåraís kårya-kåraƒa- ananyatva (the non-difference between effect
and cause) tat represents the upådåna kåraƒa (the material cause) while anyat refers
to its kårya (effect). Ananyatva (non-difference) is the relation between the two ̂ dk;ZL;

dkj.kkReRoa u rq dkj.kL; dk;kZReRoe~* & Effect is not different from cause but cause is different
from effect (Sµu. Bh. 2.1.19). This kårya is not asat like the silver seen in the shell; it is
only anæta; that is, subject to change; it is vyavahårayogya (capable of transacting)
and even when its form is changing it is ananya from its non-changing (satya) cause.
That is why at any one moment there are two ways of viewing the same object:
from the point of view of the cause and from point of view of the effect. From the
causal point of view, a pot is unchanging-satya, i.e. it is nothing but clay only. From
the point of view of effect it is anæta (changing) pot. That is why Bhå¶yakåra has
called the kårya pot tatvånyatvåbhyam anirvacan∂ya ^rŸokU;Rofu:i.kL; v'kD;Roe~* -
meaning thereby that there is ambiguity in expressing whether it is tatva or anyatva
(different from tatva). But there is no cause-effect relationship between shell and

*(Doubt): ëIn the G∂tå (13.12), it is said that Brahman cannot be described as either
existing or non-existing - u lŸkUuklnqP;rs. How is this to be understood in terms of the
above discussion? (Answer): In the shell-silver issue, it is a matter of pratyak¶a - in wrong
understanding it is silver and in correct understanding it is shell. But Brahman is a matter
for ‹ruti only and not any other pramåƒa. However, its import can be understood by
reflecting on pråj¤a experienced in su¶upti. His existence cannot be conveyed through
any word representing some category (jåti), action (kriyå), quality (guƒa) or connection
(sambandha). However, his existence cannot be denied because it is oneís own Self. So, in
this sense, it is either sat nor asat.
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silver. The silver seen in the shell cannot be made into different types of ornaments,
i.e., it is not vyavahåra-yogya. A fool running to pick up that silver does not bestow
on it vyavahåra-yogyata. ^dk;± f=k"kq dkys"kq lŸoa u O;fHkpjfr* - Karya in all the three times
never ceases to exist (Sµu. Bh. 2.1.16). But the silver seen in the shell never existed. If
it did not exist even while seen in the shell, then, when else could it have existed?

15. keâLeb Hegve: HeÇlÙeieelceefve DeefJe<eÙes DeOÙeemees efJe<eÙe leæcee&Ceeced? meJees& efn HegjesÓJeefmLeles

efJe<eÙes efJe<eÙeevlejceOÙemÙeefle~ Ùeg<celed HeÇlÙeÙeeHeslemÙe Ûe HeÇlÙeieelceefve DeefJe<eÙelJeb yeÇJeeref<e?

15. ëIf so, how can there be adhyåsa of an observable or its features on the
inner Self which is not an observable? All do adhyåsa of an observable on
another observable perceived in front. You also assert unobservability of the
Self.í

(15.1) Earlier, after defining adhyåsa, its feature was described as ëthe dharma of
one superimposed on anotherí. Two examples were given, one for each of the two
adhyåsas. But when these examples are used to explain the adhyåsa of the k¶etra on
k¶etraj¤a, then two objections are raised: In the shell-silver example, both shell and
silver are pratyak¶a. Therefore, while seeing the shell, the adhyåsa of silver on it is
possible. But the pratyagåtman pråj¤a, unlike the shell, is not available for pratyak¶a.
Therefore, the adhyåsa of k¶etra on k¶etraj¤a is not possible. This is the first objection.
The second objection is as follows: The pratyagåtman is not a vi¶aya but only the
vi¶ayi. He is unrelated to all vi¶ayas. Therefore, adhyåsa is not possible.

16. GÛÙeles~ ve leeJeled Skeâevlesve DeefJe<eÙe: DemcelHeÇlÙeÙeefJe<eÙelJeeled DeHejes#elJeeÛÛe

HeÇlÙeieelceHeÇefmeæs:~

16. The reply is - Not unobservable as a rule because, it is the well known
experience of everyone that he is an object of I-awareness.

(16.1) The siddhånti answers: The objection that because the pråj¤a is not a vi¶aya
and therefore adhyåsa is not possible, is taken up first. It is true that pråj¤a is the
vi¶ay∂ and not a vi¶aya - but not as a rule; because, pråj¤a is being known through ëI
- awarenessí. It is true that in su¶upti there is no awareness of any type. Therefore,
when anyone is asked, ëHow were you in su¶upti?í He would only say ëI do not
knowí. Indra also said: ̂ ukg [kYo;esoa lEizR;kRekua tkukfr v;e~ vge~ vfLe bfr uks ,oekfu HkwrkfuA
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fouk'ke~ ,o vihrks HkofrA ukge=k HkksX;a i';kfe* - At that time he does not know himself nor
other things. He gets destroyed. I do not see anything useful here (Cå. 8.11.1). Indra
is very intelligent. Therefore, he said to Prajåpati: ëHe is not understanding anythingí
etc., making pråj¤a an object. But ordinary people say, ëI did not know anythingí,
making pråj¤a an object non-different from oneself. That is, the pråj¤a who is not an
object for ëI-awareness', is made an object of ëI-awarenessí.Thus, pråj¤a for the very
intelligent is knowable only, but for the unintelligent, he is the knower and also a
knowable. Irrespective of the fact that one is intelligent or not, the pråj¤a is in the
immediate awareness of both. He is aparok¶a, i.e., neither directly perceived as an
object nor indirectly conjectured; but well known as the inside Self.

(16.2) Question: How can pråj¤a, who is the knower, become a known?

Answer: The j∂va does not know the pråj¤a clearly though he is himself. J∂va
identifies himself as the knower only through his activity of knowing during
wakefulness or dreams and enjoys material pleasures or their memories
respectively. In su¶upti, there is neither the activity of knowing nor the activity of
enjoying. Therefore, he gets the feeling that he does not exist or is destroyed.
Actually, knowership in the absence of the activity of knowing and being blissfully
happy in the absence of the activity of enjoyment are his natures. Not knowing
this, and accustomed to his adhyåsa in the buddhi, he grasps himself negatively in
su¶upti through non-action saying ëI did not know anything. I slept happilyí*.

An example for this is as follows: When a person loses his eyes, he will be
seeing the loss of the eyes and the consequent loss of the activity of seeing. But due
to his habit of the superimposition of the eyes on himself he says: ëI am blind, I
cannot seeí. In the same way, when he is awake, he understands himself in su¶upti
negatively through inaction because of not knowing his inherent nature. As a result
of making himself a knowable object in this way, the adhyåsa of the body etc. on
himself is possible.

17. ve ÛeeÙeceefmle efveÙece: HegjesÓJeefmLele SJe efJe<eÙes efJe<eÙeevlejced DeOÙeefmeleJÙe-

efceefle~ DeHeÇlÙe#esÓefHe efn DeekeâeMes yeeuee: leueceefueveleeefo DeOÙemÙeefvle~

17. (And) there is no rule that an observable can be superimposed only on
*In this way he superimposes knowership and enjoyership on the pråj¤a, who is

actually neither knower nor enjoyer.
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an observable perceived in front; children do adhyåsa of (a) surface and
impurity on the sky even though the sky is not perceived in front.

(17.1) Even if the adhi¶¢håna is not pratyak¶a, adhyåsa is possible. For example,
åkå‹a has no shape or colour; so, unlike the shell it is not pratyak¶a. Without any
upådhi (like air), åkå‹a is not an object for the ear also. Yet, ignorant people
superimpose on the åkå‹a a blue color and the shape of an inverted hemisphere. In
actuality, when dust, smoke etc. present in the åkå‹a scatter the sunlight, only then
does the predominant blue color become visible (Må. Kå. 3.8). Then, just like a
transparent crystal appears blue because of a blue flower in the background, this
scattered blue color makes the colourless åkå‹a seem blue. Ignorant people then
understand the åkå‹a to be blue. This is adhyåsa because it is actually not blue.
Similarly, though the åkå‹a appears like an inverted hemisphere, it has actually no
shape. Therefore, that åkå‹a is like an inverted hemisphere is also adhyåsa only.

18. SJeced DeefJe®æ: HeÇlÙeieelcevÙeefHe DeveelceeOÙeeme:~

18. In this way, there is no contradiction in the adhyåsa of the non-Self on
the inner-Self.

(18.1) Two objections had been raised about adhyåsa on the pratyagåtman. They
are: That pratyagåtman is not a vi¶aya and that he is not pratyak¶aóand so adhyåsa is
not possible. After refuting them, it was proved that the adhyåsa of anåtman in pråj¤a
is possible. Here, anåtman means the k¶etra of body etc, distinctly different from the
pråj¤a.

19. lecesleced SJeb ue#eCeb DeOÙeemeb Hebef[lee DeefJeÅesefle cevÙevles~ leefÉJeskesâve Ûe

JemlegmJe¤HeeJeOeejCeb efJeÅeeceeng:~ le$e SJeb meefle Ùe$e ÙeoOÙeeme: lelke=âlesve oes<esCe iegCesve Jee

DeCegcee$esCeeefHe me ve mebyeOÙeles~

19. Scholars consider adhyåsa of this nature as avidyå. Recognition of its
distinctiveness and the determination of the nature of that thingóthey call as
vidyå. This being so, where there is adhyåsa of one on another, even an iota of
the good or the bad of the one does not stick to the other.

(19.1) The aj¤åna of the shell is the cause of the adhyåsa of silver in it. In the
same way, it is the aj¤åna of the adhi¶¢håna which is the cause of adhyåsa anywhere.
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Adhyåsa is the effect of this aj¤åna. But here adhyåsa itself is called avidyå. How is it
possible? It is like this: Just as an act of madness is also called madness, many
times a kårya is often given the name of its kåraƒa. It is in this sense that adhyåsa has
been called avidyå here. However, when it is said that avidyå is the kåraƒa of adhyåsa,
it does not mean that it is the nimitta or upadåna; the word kårana is used in the sense
of reason. Because of the reason that the inherent nature of the adhi¶¢håna is unknown,
one wrongly understands it on the basis of some similarity. Not knowing the
inherent nature of the adhi¶¢håna is aj¤åna - the absence of the knowledge of its
inherent nature. This aj¤åna is lost with the knowledge of the adhi¶¢håna; with this
the adhyåsa is also lost. Bhå¶yakåra conveys this as follows: ^;fn KkukHkko% ;fn la'k;Kkua

;fn foijhrKkua ok mP;rs vKkue~ bfr] lo± fg rr~ Kkusu ,o fuoR;Zrs* - Whether it is the absence of
j¤åna, or doubtful j¤åna, or wrong j¤åna, whichever of these is called aj¤åna, all of
them are destroyed by j¤åna only (Br Bh 3.3.1). Here j¤ånåbhåva is the literal meaning
of the word aj¤åna, that it is j¤åna-virodh∂ is its intended meaning. Further, aj¤åna
and avidyå are one and the same. ^Hkko izfr;ksxh fg vHkko%* - Vidyå pratiyogi is avidyåí
(Taittriya Bhå¶ya Introduction).

(19.2) Next, determination of the swarµupa of the object is vidyå. Now which is
the object spoken of here? That which is the adhi¶¢håna for adhyåsa. In the first adhyåsa,
pråj¤a is the adhi¶¢håna, in the reverse adhyåsa, jagat is the adhi¶¢håna. Both these are
the same Åtman. He is the object whose swarµupa is to be known to get rid of adhyåsa.
Jagat and pråj¤a i.e. k¶etra and k¶etraj¤a, are both two forms of this same Åtman.
These forms are not superimposed by the k¶teraj¤a on the åtman; it is impossible for
the j∂va to do adhyåsa in Åtman. This will be discussed later (section 25.1). These
two are forms willingly taken up by Åtman for the bhoga and apavarga of k¶etraj¤a.
K¶etra is kårya-rµupa, while k¶etraj¤a is akårya-rµupa. Just as clay appears in the form of
pots etc, Åtman manifesting through forms is k¶etra. Just as clay continues to be
clay though appearing in the form of pots etc, k¶etra continues to be Åtman though
appearing with forms.

Further, k¶etraj¤a is the manifestation of Åtman, conditioned by the upådhi of
pråƒa. Just as the crystal continues to be transparent though appearing as coloured
because of the upådhi of a flower, k¶etraj¤a is indeed nirupådhik-åtman, though
appearing otherwise in association with upådhi. This k¶etraj¤a has done the adhyåsa
of the distinctly different k¶etra on himself, due to avidyå. This is clearly visible in
his activities during jågrat and swapna. In su¶upti there is no adhyåsa because there is
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no connection of the k¶etraj¤a with the k¶etra. ^lq"kqIrdkys Losu vkReuk lrk laiUu% lu~ lE;d~
izlhnrhfr tkxzRLoIu;ks%fo"k;sfUnz;la;ksxtkra dkyq";a tgkfr* & During su¶upti (the j∂va) is totally
contented because he is merged in his own sad-åtman. Therefore, he is free from all
faults which appear in jågrat and swapna due to his association with vi¶aya and
indriyas (Cå. Bh. 8.3.4). However, the absence of the vidyå that he is Åtman remains.
For obtaining the j¤åna of Åtman, this is the only obstruction. ^rŸo vizfrcks/kek=keso fg
chta izkKRos fufeŸke~* - The only reason for pråj¤atva is the ignorance of tattva (Må. Kå.
Bh. 1.11). The moment he understands that he is Åtman through ‹ravaƒa, manana
and nididhysåna of ‹åstra sentences, his pråj¤atva is also lost. This is the vidyå of
vastu-swarµupa-avadhåraƒa discussed here.

Question: Is not agrahaƒa (absence of vidyå), a k¶etradharma? How can there be
agrahaƒa in the k¶etraj¤a who is not at all connected with the k¶etra?

Answer: ̂ vxzg.kla'k; foijhrizR;;k% lfufeŸkk% dj.kL;So dL;fpn~ Hkforqe~ vgZfUr] u Kkrq% {ks=kKL;* -
The pratyayås of lack of knowledge, wrong knowledge and doubtful knowledge

are all dharmas of some karaƒas only and not of k¶etraj¤a. Not only this. The
vidyåpratyaya which is the destroyer of all these three types of avidyå, is also a dharma
of the k¶etra (G. Bh. 2.21), because it is obtained only through the mind ̂ eulSokuqnz"VO;e~*
(Br.Bh. 4.4.16).

Objection: ëëNo. Avidyå is of k¶etraj¤a. Since he is the j¤åta of vidyå, avidyå has to
be his. For example, when one is unable to see an object in front, he understands
that he is blind. Similarly, k¶etraj¤a who is in grief is the one who is having avidyå.î

Clarification: It is not like that because, the cause for not seeing the object
could be different. If the knower is to be decided as blind when an object in front is
not being seen, the connection of the knower with the object is to be determined by
the knower himself. It cannot be determined by some other knower. When he is
engaged in looking at the object, he cannot simultaneously determine his connection
with it also. So, it is not possible to conclude that the knower is blind. If he wants to
infer his blindness he must simultaneously engage himself in looking at the eye
and his own connection with it. This is again not possible. So, he has to take the
next steps of simultaneously engaging himself in seeing the mind and his connection
with it, the buddhi and his connection with it and so on. This is an endless regression.
To avoid it, he has to concede that he is always the seer and the cause for not seeing
the object lies somewhere only in the k¶etra. Nevertheless, as long as adhyåsa is
present in his jågrat and swapna, agrahaƒa in k¶etraj¤a is accepted. (G.Bh. 13.2)
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(19.3) Next point we note is this: Just as the shell remains undefiled by the
adhyåsa of silver in it, the anåtmanís adhyåsa does not bring about even a tinge of
defilement in the swarµupa of pratyagåtman. That is, the faults of anætatva, jaŒatva and
parichinatva of the anåtman do not even touch the pratyagåtman. Similarly, in the
reverse case, the adhyåsa of the dharmas of the pratyagåtman on the anåtmabuddhi and
outside objects does not bring åtmatva in them. That is, the ånandamayatva and j¤åtæva
of the pratyagåtman are not acquired by them.

20. lecesleced DeefJeÅeeKÙeced DeelceeveelceveesefjlejslejeOÙeemeb Hegjmke=âlÙe meJex HeÇceeCeHeÇcesÙe

JÙeJeneje ueewefkeâkeâe Jewefokeâe§e izo`Ÿkk:~ meJee&efCe Ûe MeeŒeeefCe efJeefOeHeÇefle<esOecees#eHejeefCe~
keâLeb Hegve: DeefJeÅeeJeefÉ<eÙeeefCe HeÇlÙe#eeoerefve HeÇceeCeeefve MeeŒeeefCe Ûe Fefle? GÛÙeles~ osnsefvõÙeeefo<eg

Denb ceceeefYeceeve jefnlemÙe HeÇceele=lJeevegHeHeòeew HeÇceeCeHeÇJe=òÙevegHeHeòes:~ ve efn FefvõÙeeefCe

DevegHeeoeÙe HeÇlÙe#eeefoJÙeJenej: mebYeJeefle~ ve Ûe DeefOe<"evecevlejsCe FefvõÙeeCeeb JÙeJenej:

mebYeJeefle~ ve Ûe DeveOÙemleelceYeeJesve osnsve keâef§eled JÙeeefHeÇÙeles~ ve Ûe Sleefmceved meJe&efmceved

Demeefle DemebiemÙe Deelceve: HeÇceele=lJecegHeHeÅeles~ ve Ûe HeÇceele=lJecevlejsCe HeÇceeCe-HeÇJe=efòejefmle~

lemceeled DeefJeÅeeJeefÉ<eÙeeCÙesJe HeÇlÙe#eeoerefve HeÇceeCeeefve MeeŒeeefCe Ûe~

20. All worldly and Vedic activities involving the valid means of
knowledge (pramåƒa) and the corresponding objects (prameya) are indulged
only presupposing this mutual superimposition called avidyå; so also the
‹åstras - scriptures - dealing with injunction (vidhi), prohibition (ni¶edha) and
emanicipation (mok¶a). How again, pramåƒas like pratyak¶aódirect perception
etc. and ‹åstras are matters applicable (only) to one with avidyå?í We say:
pramåƒas do not work in the case of one who cannot have knowership, because
of the lack of conceit of ëIí and ëmineí in the body, in the sense organs etc.
Activity of direct perception etc. is not possible without employing the sense
organs. Sense organs cannot function without the body. (Therefore) no one
without adhyåsa (in them) can function through the body. When none of these
is present, the unattached Åtman cannot become a knower. Without the
knower, the pramåƒa cannot function. Therefore, pramåƒas such as direct
perception etc. and the ‹åstra are matters related only to one with avidyå.
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20.1 The purpose of this section is to show that all vyavahåra takes place only
on the basis of adhyåsa. Adhyåsa of what on whom? ^vkRekukReuks% brjsrjk/;kl%* - of the
Åtman on the anåtman and converselyí. Here it is very clear that the Åtman is k¶etraj¤a
and the anåtman is k¶etra. ^vkRe'kCnL; fu#iinL; izR;xkRefu xokfn 'kCnor~ fu:<Rokr~* & Like
the word cow etc, the word Åtman without any prefix refers only to pratyagåtmaní
(Cå. Bh. 6.8.7). In phrases like Åtma-anåtma viveka etc the same rule applies. The
literal meaning of Åtman without a prefix cannot refer to the ›uddhåtman because,
being sarvåtman there is nothing like anåtman for him. Every vyavahåra, is meant for
hånaói.e. rejecting something disliked or upådånaóobtaining something which is
liked. One who does not have such desires, will not be engaging himself in any
vyavahåra. Before starting a vyavahåra, one has to first decide through pramåƒa what
is heya (that which is to be rejected) and upådeya (to be accepted). The one who
takes decision about the prameya on the basis of the pramåƒa is called the pramåta.
Pramåtætva (sense of being the pramåta) is born out of adhyåsa only. How? In this
way: The one who does adhyåsa of karaƒakriya (activity of the karaƒas like eyes, ears
mind etc) on himself is the pramåta who says ëI saw, I heard, I decidedí etc. That is,
only one who has abhimåna (attachment to the body, senses and buddhi) can alone
become the pramåta. The k¶etraj¤aís abhimåna in the k¶etra is adhyåsaóthe union of
k¶etra and k¶etraj¤a. This is the basis of all vyavahåra. That is why all vyavahåra is
avidyaka (due to avidya). Therefore, they are only for the ignorant. Later, by comparing
with the behavior of beasts, that the vyavahåra of human beings is also avidyaka is
reinforced.*

21. HeMJeeefoefYe§e DeefJeMes<eeled~ ÙeLee efn HeMJeeoÙe: MeyoeefoefYe: ßees$eeoerveeb

mebyevOes meefle Meyoeefo efJe%eeves HeÇefleketâues peeles lelees efveJele&vles, Devegketâues Ûe HeÇJele&vles~ ÙeLee

ob[esÅelekeâjb Heg®<eced DeefYecegKecegHeueYÙe ceeb nvlegceÙeefceÛÚefle Fefle HeueeefÙelegceejYevles~ nefjlele=Ce

HetCe&HeeefCecegHeueYÙe leb HeÇefle DeefYecegKeer YeJeefvle~ SJeb Heg®<ee DeefHe JÙeglHeVeefÛeòee: ›etâjÂ<šerved

Dee›eâesMele: Ke[dieesÅelekeâjeved yeueJele: GHeueYÙe lelees efveJele&vles, leefÉHejerleeved HeÇefle HeÇJele&vles~

Dele: meceeve: HeMJeeefoefYe: Heg®<eeCeeb HeÇceeCeHeÇcesÙe JÙeJenej:~ HeMJeeoerveeb Ûe HeÇefmeæ:

*In this paragraph of the Bhå¶ya, the meaning of the word vyutpanna-cittå¨ is
ëintelligent people with discriminating abilityí and not j¤ån∂s - as some say ñ because of
their similarily with beasts in their behavioral pattern.
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DeefJeJeskeâHegjmmej: HeÇlÙe#eeefo JÙeJenej:~ lelmeeceevÙeoMe&veeled JÙeglHeefòeceleeceefHe Heg®<eeCeeb

HeÇlÙe#eeefo JÙeJenej: lelkeâeue: meceeve: Fefle efve§eerÙeles~

21. Also because not being different from beasts etc. Just like when the
ears etc. come into contact with sound etc. if the cognition of sound etc. is
unfavourable they withdraw from it and if the sound is favorable they proceed
towards it, just as (when) they see a man with a raised stick in hand they run
away thinking ëhe desires to kill meí, but approach him when they see him
with his hand full of green grass. In the same way, men - even the intelligent -
recede in the presence of shouting sturdy (people) of fierce looks with raised
swords, but approach men of opposite nature. Therefore, the pramåƒa-prameya
activity of men is the same as that of the beasts. It is well-known that the
activity of beasts with regard to direct perception etc, is without discrimination.
Because of this apparent similarity, it can be concluded that during the activity
of pratyak¶a etc of even wise people, the vyavahåra is the same.

(21.1) Question: If all vyavahåra is due to avidyå, how to explain the vyavahåra
that is seen in a j¤åni?

Answer: It happens through prakæti and not due to avidyå. ^iz—fr% p f=kxq.kkfRedk

loZdk;Zdj.k fo"k;kdkjs.k ifj.krk iq#"kL; HkksxkioxkZFkZdrZO;r;k nsgsfUÊ;k|kdkjs.k lagU;rs* - The prakæti
of three guƒas modifies into the shapes of all the kårya, karaƒa and objects and
manifests as the body, indriyas etc for manís worldly enjoyment and mok¶a (G. Bh.
Introduction to 13th Chapter). ̂ ;fn rkor~ HkkSfrdkfu dj.kkfu rr% HkwrksRifŸk izy;kH;ke~ ,o ,"kke~

mRifŸkizy;kS Hkor%* - The physical karaƒas of the body are created along with the creation
of the other objects (Sµu. Bh 2.3.15). Some people say that the karaƒas are made of
tanmåtras. This is not correct. The tanmåtras belong to prakæti, while the karaƒas are
products of the trivætkæta vikæti. ëKaraƒa and vi¶aya belong to same category, not to
different categoriesí (Br. Bh. 2.4.11). That is why the karaƒas interact only with their
respective vi¶ayas. When the anæta rµupa and the anæta netra come in contact, the anæta
pratyaya of the rµupa is born in anæta buddhi. The pratyayas of ‹abda etc are also born in
the same way. This is an activity of the prakæti, not of the pµuru¶a. Prakætistha puru¶a
i.e. one who thinks he is the prakæti, i.e. the one having avidyåóconsiders himself a
pramåta. But the j¤ån∂ understands that ̂ bfUÊ;kf.k bfUÊ;kZFks"kq orZUrs bfr ékkj;u~* & The indriyas
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are interacting with their corresponding objects (G∂tå 3.28), and remains as a witness
for this action. This means that the vyavahåra in his body happens without his
doership. ̂ yksdO;ogkj lkekU;n'kZusu rq ykSfddÎ% vkjksfirdrZ̀Ros fHk{kkVuknkS deZf.k drkZ Hkofr LokuqHkosu

rq 'kkL=kizek.ktfursu vdrkZ ,o* - Since it appears as the vyavahåra of common people, in
their view, while roaming around for his bhik¶a, he too is a doer; But in his personal
realization brought about by the ‹åstra pramåƒa he is a non-doer only (G. Bh. 4.22).

21.2 In this way, prakæti is the cause for the execution of karma. Further, how the
motivation for starting an action is produced in his karaƒas is to be told. Motivation
to initiate karma is due to his prårabdha. ^'kjhjkjEHkdL; deZ.k% fu;rQyRokr~ lE;XKkuizkIrkS

vfi vo';EHkkfouh izo`fŸk% okƒ~eu%dk;kuke~ yCéko``Ÿks% deZ.k% cyh;LRokr~ eqDrs"okfn izo`fŸkor~* - The
prårabdha that is the cause for the body, surely brings about its fruit even though
there is right knowledge and that is responsible for the motivation seen in his
speech, mind and body. This is because the karma is more powerful like a released
arrow (Br.Bh. 1.4.7).

(21.3) Question: Since motivation is caused by avidyå, can it be said that there
is a remnant of avidyå in j¤ån∂?

Answer: It is not so. In the case of the j¤åni, the motivation occurs only in his
karaƒas; not in him. As long as the momentum of prårabdha exists - i.e., till the present
body falls offóthe vyavahåra, which is k¶etra dharma continues. Seeing this, if others
think that he may not have Åtma-j¤åna, it is meaningless. ^dFka fg ,dL; Lo‚n;izR;;a

cz„osnua nsgékkj.ka p vijs.k izfr{ksIrqa 'kD;sr\ JqfrLe`fr"kq p fLFkrizKy{k.kfunsZ'ksu ,rr~ ,o fu#P;rs* -
How can some other person deny the coexistence of Brahman-realization with the
bodily activity which is his personal experience. It is precisely this situation that is
explained as the features of sthithapraj¤a in ‹rutis and smætis (Sµu. Bh. 4.1.15).

(21.4) In this way in vyavahåra, whether it is a j¤ån∂ or an aj¤ån∂, pravætti and
prakæti both are there. What is the contribution of each and how much? To decide
this we move forward. Pravætti is the cause for starting of any karma. But for the
karma to happen, prakæti is the cause. That is for the karma, pravætti is the nimitta
kåraƒa (essential cause) and prakæti is the upådåna kåraƒa (material cause). Avidyå
produces pravætti in the form ëI have to do this karmaí and, when the karma is over, it
generates kartætwa (doership) in the form ëI have done this karmaí. But during the
process when karma is being done avidyå is not be the cause, since any kårya takes
place because of prakæti. ^iz—rs% fÿ;ek.kkfu xq.kS% dekZf.k loZ'k%A vgÔkj foew<kRek drkZ vge~ bfr
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eU;rs* (G∂tå 3.27). Therefore, a sådhaka has to decide on the basis of the ‹åstras which
karma is worth doing ^rLekr~ 'kkL=ka izek.ka rs dk;kZdk;ZO;ofLFkrkS* (G∂tå16.24). Then for that
karma, he has to become only the nimitta (instrument to carry it out) ^fufeŸkek=ka Hko*

(G∂tå 11.33). He should not be attached to the fruits of the karma ̂ ek deZQygsrqHkZw%* (G∂tå
2.47). As a result of this he gains citta ‹uddhi (purity of mind, buddhi and citta) which
prepares the way for his obtaining vidyå.

 (21.5) In this way both avidyå and prakæti are jointly responsible for any activity.
This combination, whether in the activity of j∂va or ∫‹wara, is called avidyå-lak¶aƒa
prakæti (G. Bh 5.14). Referring to ∫‹waraís activity of creation etc, it is also called
avidyå-sa≈yukta prakæti i.e. avidyå coupled with prakæti ^vfo|kla;qDre~ vO;Dre~* (G. Bh.
7.4). ∫‹wara does not have pravætti because He has no avidyå. Therefore, ‹ruti says -
^vusu thosukReuk vuqizfo'; uke:is O;kdjokf.k* & I will create the names and forms by
entering into the j∂va-åtmaní (Cå. 6.3.2). Thus getting pravætti through j∂va, ∫‹wara
handles the activity of creation etc. This combination of j∂vaís avidyå with måyå is
known as ∫‹waraís aha≈kåra. Incidentally, this demonstrates that avidyå and prakæti
are not synonymous.

By now it has been established that all worldly activities (vyavahåra) are based
on avidyå. But, the Vedic activities are of a different type; i.e. they are based on an
awareness that the k¶etraj¤a is different from the k¶etra. In the next section it is
demonstrated that though it is of a different type, even Vedic activities are based
on avidyå.

22. MeeŒeerÙes leg JÙeJenejs ÙeÅeefHe yegefæHetJe&keâejer ve DeefJeefolJee Deelceve: Hejueeskeâ-

mebyebOeced DeefOeef›eâÙeles, leLeeefHe ve JesoevleJesÅeced DeMeveeÙeeÅeleerleced DeHesle yeÇÿe#e$eeefoYesoced

Demebmeejer DeelceleòJeced DeefOekeâejs DeHes#Ùeles~ DevegHeÙeesieeled DeefOekeâej efJejesOeeÛÛe~ HeÇekeäÛe

leLee YetleelceefJe%eeveeled HeÇJele&ceeveb MeeŒeced DeefJeÅeeJeefÉ<eÙelJeb veeefleJele&les~ leLee efn

‘‘yeÇeÿeCees Ùepesle'' FlÙeeoerefve MeeŒeeefCe Deelceefve JeCee&ßeceJeÙeesÓJemLeeefo efJeMes<eeOÙeemeced

DeeefßelÙe HeÇJele&vles~

22. It is true, that one who does not know that he can have contact with
other worlds, could get the eligibility to do scriptural activities intentionally.
Nevertheless, the eligibility does not require (the knowledge of) the essence
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Åtman known only through Vedånta which transcends hunger etc, is free from
differentiations of Bråhmaƒa K¶atriya etc, free from birth and deathóbecause,
it is not useful and also opposed to the eligibility (for doing karma). ›åstras
which operate earlier to the knowledge of the Åtman, cannot be the topic of
one other than the ignorant. That is why ‹åstras like ëBråhmaƒa shall do yaj¤aí
etc proceeds on the basis of adhyåsa in the Åtman like caste, state of life, age,
condition etc.

(22.1) It is very clear that adhyåsa in the body is responsible for all worldly
activities because they are based on the desire for woman, home etc. But in Vedic
activities it is not so; there is some difference. For activities prescribed by the ‹ruti
like Jyoti¶¢oma etc done with the desire of heaven etc and activities prescribed by
the smætis like ‹råddha, tarpaƒa etc done with desire of pitæ-loka etc, are based on the
faith that one is different from the body. This is a faith developed on the basis of
‹åstra. But, that one is different from the body is actually experienced in su¶upti.
Just as adhyåsa continues after waking up inspite of the experience of su¶upti, it
continues even for him who is having this faith. For that matter, the desire for a
superior body which gives greater pleasure and comforts is the basis for performing
the activities prescribed by ‹ruti and smæti. With a resolution to obtain swarga etc
one does these activities intentionally. For such people, ‹åstras prescribe a karma
for each such desire. The competence for karma is prescribed like this - ^vFkhZ leFkksZ

fo}ku~ 'kkL=ks.k vfoi;qZnLr%* & One who is desirous of the fruit, capable of performing the
karma, knows the correct procedures to be followed and one not prohibited by the
‹åstra, can perform that particular karma.

Therefore, karma is based on differences like oneís varƒa (bråhmaƒa etc), å‹rama
(brahmacarya etc), oneís age, situation etc. For example, a widower is not competent
to do many of these activities. A bråhmaƒa cannot do the Råjasµuya yaj¤a etc. Therefore,
Vedic karma is also based on avidyå, i.e. it is meant only for one who has avidyå.
Åtma-vidyå is not useful for karma. It is indeed even against karma. There is meaning
for karma till he has not understood that he is the Åtman, which is known only
through the Upani¶ads, which is free from the problems of the body like hunger
etc, above the differences of bråhmaƒa, k¶atriya etc and free from worldly life; not
after he has understood the Åtman. To grasp the meaning of these statements, it is
sufficient to remember the features of pråj¤a during su¶upti. He has no instruments,
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no coming and going and he is brimful of ånanda. How can he do karma? Why
would he do it? In this way, when one is becoming free from karma even by staying
in pråj¤atva, how is it possible to have any connection with karma, when one stays
in the Åtman who is såk¶i even for the pråj¤a. It is impossible.

(22.2) Next is about ni¶kåma karma. Karma done with desire strengthens adhyåsa;
conversely, karma done without desire helps to destroy adhyåsa. Karma done without
a desire to enjoy its fruit and done exclusively for pleasing ∫‹wara bestows the
grace of ∫‹wara which is absolutely necessary for Åtma-vidyå. From this results
vairågya. Later on, ‹åstras prescribe dhyåna karma as internal sådhana. Though ni¶kåma
karma and dhyåna both are karma, they purify the buddhi and facilitate the obtaining
of knowledge. In this way, whatever the karma, it concerns only the one with avidyå;
not the one having vidyå.

23. DeOÙeemees veece Deleefmceved leôgefæ: FlÙeJeesÛeece~ leÅeLee Heg$eYeeÙee&efo<eg efJekeâues<eg

mekeâues<eg Jee DencesJe efJekeâue: mekeâuees Jee Fefle yee¢e Oecee&ved Deelceefve DeOÙemÙeefle~ leLee

osnOecee&ved mLetueesÓnced ke=âMeesÓnced ieewjesÓnced efle<"eefce ieÛÚeefce uebIeÙeeefce Ûe Fefle~ leLee

FbefõÙeOecee&ved cetkeâ: keâeCe: keäueerye: yeefOej: DevOeesÓnced Fefle~ leLee Devle:keâjCe Oecee&ved

keâece mebkeâuHe efJeefÛeefkeâlmee DeOÙeJemeeÙeeoerved~ SJeced DenbHeÇlÙeefÙeveced DeMes<emJeHeÇÛeejmeeef#eefCe

HeÇlÙeieelceefve DeOÙemÙe leb Ûe HeÇlÙeieelceeveb meJe&meeef#eCeb leefÉHeÙe&ÙesCe Devle:keâjCeeefo<eg DeOÙemÙeefle~

23. We said that adhyåsa is the cognition as ëthatí which it is not. It is like:
features of persons outside, like son, wife etc who are ill or well are
superimposed on himself (and he says) ëI am myself ill or wellí. Similarly, the
features of the body in ëI am fatí, ëI am leaní, ëI am fairí, ëI standí, ëI goí, ëI
jumpí. Similarly, the features of the senses in ëI am dumb, one-eyed, impotent,
deaf, blindí. Similarly, the features of the internal organ viz desire, resolve,
doubt, determination. In this way, imposes the ëconceited Ií on the inner Åtman
which is the witness of all his thoughts and in the reverse way, superimposes
the all-witnessing inner Åtman on the internal organs etc.

 (23.1) {In this section, Bhå¶yakåra is pinpointing the adhyasta, the adhi¶¢håna
and the adhyåsaka in the adhyåsas of k¶etra in k¶etraj¤a and of k¶etraj¤a in k¶etra}.
Concluding the discussion on the adhyåsa which is done in pråj¤a, Bhå¶yakåra
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describes its variety step by step starting from the outside son, wife etc, who literally
belong to the yu¶mat-pratyaya-gocara class, to the innermost anta¨karaƒa. ëWho is
doing this adhyåsa?í The aha≈-pratyayi. ëIn whom is he doing it?í In the pratyagåtman.
ëWho are these two (aha≈-pratyayi and pratyag-åtman)? People have imagined that
aha≈kåra is the aha≈-pratyayi and pratyag-åtman is the ›uddha-åtman. To justify their
imagina-tion, they are putting forward peculiar arguments. Obviously, they are
not agreeing with the sentences of the Bhå¶ya. So, their imaginations are plainly
wrong. Though it is true that the aham-pratyaya appears in the anta¨akaraƒa, the
latter cannot itself become the aha≈-pratyay∂ because it is jaŒa. ëThem who is the
aha≈-pratyay∂?íóAtasmin tadbuddhi¨ adhyåsa. ëThe buddhi of that which it is not is
adhyåsaí. This is a mithyå pratyaya. It is born in the anta¨akaraƒa. Therefore, the
k¶etraj¤a who is having the upådhi of the anta¨karaƒa with this pratyaya is the aha≈-
pratyay∂. Since all these pratyayas are occurring in jagrat, he is the bahi¶praj¤a. It is he
who is doing adhyåsa. ëIn whom?í In the a‹e¶a-svapracåra-såk¶∂ pratyagåtman. ëWhat is
swapracåra?í Mithyå pratyayas are freely coming and going in the anta¨karaƒa. This
free movement is pracåra. The aha≈-pratyayi considers the anta¨karaƒa to be himself.
Therefore, the bahi¶praj¤aís desire, volition and doubt is the swåpracaraóhis own
pracåra. To say that the pratyågatman, who is the såk¶∂ to this is Åtman, is not correct
because a witness needs something different from him which is to be witnessed.
But there is nothing different from the Åtman; everything is Åtman only. Therefore,
Åtman cannot be såk¶∂. Not only this; starting from the external son, wife etc. when
Bhå¶yakåra is telling in a sequence the body, the indriyas, the anta¨akaraƒa, and
then pointing out that the pratyagåtman is the såk¶∂ for all these, then suddenly to
jump to the ›uddhåtman skipping the pråj¤a is not proper also. Pråj¤a is the såk¶∂ i.e.
the bahi¶praj¤a is doing adhyåsa of himself in the pråj¤a. ëHow is he doing it?í He
does it by saying: ëI am the knower. I am pråj¤a. But during su¶upti, there was no
anta¨karaƒa. Therefore, I did not know anything at that time.í If he had slept leaving
his connection with the karaƒas intentionally out of his own will, then pråj¤a could
have been the knower; but it is not so. The karaƒas, which cannot even touch pråj¤a,
have dropped out by themselves. Therefore, to ascribe knowership to pråj¤a is not
correct. ëThen, how does ‹åstra ascribe knowership to him?í Following the adhyåsa
done by the bahi¶praj¤a due to avidyå it tells so for the purpose of teaching. Pråj¤a is
indeed Åtman only; but avidyå is the only obstacle in obtaining this knowledge of
the oneness of Åtman. Due to avidyå, the knowership without the action of knowing
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is superimposed on pråj¤a. Had the bahi¶praj¤a analyzed using presumption
(arthåpatti) like this: ëKnower should obviously have j¤åna to know anything. Yet if
I did not know anything during su¶upti, what could be the reason? Is it the absence
of anta¨karaƒa or something else?í Then with the help of the ‹åstra, he would have
realized the oneness of Åtman beyond knowership. But how can the fool who sees
pleasure in adhyåsa have a peaceful mind necessary to do this higher thinking?

24. SJeced DeÙeced Deveeefojvevlees vewmeefie&keâes DeOÙeeme:efceLÙeeHeÇlÙeÙe¤He: keâle=&lJeYeesòeâ=lJe-

HeÇJele&keâ: mekeâueueeskeâHeÇlÙe#e:~ DemÙe DeveLe& nslees: HeÇneCeeÙe DeelcewkeâlJeefJeÅeeHeÇefleHeòeÙes

meJex Jesoevlee DeejYÙevles~ ÙeLee Ûe DeÙeceLe&: meJex<eeb Jesoevleeveeced, leLee JeÙeced DemÙeeb

MeejerjkeâceerceebmeeÙeeb HeÇoMe&efÙe<Ùeece:~

24. In this way, the adhyaså of the nature of an illusory cognition which
has no beginning, no end, is natural, causing doership and enjoyership, is
directly noticed by all. It is for the destruction of this cause of all meaningless
nonsense by providing the vidyå of the oneness of Åtman that all the Vedåntas
start off. That this is the purport of all the Vedåntas, we will demonstrate in
this ›år∂raka Mimå≈så.

(24.1) After having shown the swarµupa of adhyåsa, Bhå¶yakåra is now showing
the swarµupa of vidyå which destroys adhyåsa. Here adhyåsa is said to be beginningless.
ëHow?í analyzing oneís own experience of su¶upti the fault of adhyåsa is easily
understood. Therefore, experience is the pramåƒa for adhyåsa. Karma is due to adhyåsa
and birth is because of karma. Therefore, the karma of the previous lives is the cause
of the present birth. The previous livesí karma is also due to adhyåsa. In this way,
however far one may go back, adhyåsa is seen to be present. Therefore, adhyåsa is
both known by pramåƒa and is also beginningless. It is also endless. ëHow is it
endless? Is it not destroyed by the vidyå of the oneness of Åtman?í Some people
answer this question by saying that endless means till one gets j¤åna. This is not
correct because it does not agree with the meaning of the word 'endless'. Even
though someone loses avidyå by vidyå, others still continue to have it. Therefore it
is endless.

ëWill adhyåsa not come to an end when everyone has obtained vidyå?í Such a
thing can never happen; because, the number of j∂vas is infinite - ^v;a oS n'k p lglzkf.k
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cgwfu p vuUrkfu p] izkf.k HksnL; vkuUR;kr~* & He is himself ten, thousands, many, infinite;
because living beings are infinite (Br. Bh. 2.5.19). ^'kra lglze;qraU;cqZnela[;s;a LoefLeu~

fufo"Ve~* & Hundreds, thousands, lakhs, crores, infinite j∂vas are placed in him (Atharva
Sa≈hitå 10.8.24), says the ‹ruti. Therefore, though many j∂vas get liberated by vidyå,
the unliberated continue to exist. ëIf all j∂vas are liberated at once?í This is not
possible. Had it been possible, it would have already happened in the infinite
time that has already passed. Therefore, ∫‹wara will continue giving births to the
j∂vas with avidyå, who will always continue to be there in the world. This takes
place due to His måyå. Therefore, just as adhyåsa is beginningless and endless,
måyå too should be beginningless and endless.

Naisargika means natural; because it is beginningless it has to be natural.

Sakala-loka pratyak¶a: This adhyåsa is pratyak¶a i.e., directly perceived because,
as already said, experience being the pramåƒa for adhyåsa, it is immediately
understood. This is not possible if ›uddhåtman is kept in place of pratyagåtman.

Åtma-Ekåtva-Vidyå-Pratipatti¨: Adhyåsa is destroyed only with this. This is
because: Adhyåsa is the buddhi of that which it is not. Therefore, adhyåsa expects the
duality of ëthatí and ënot thatí. Here k¶etraj¤a is ëthatí and k¶etra is ënot thatí. In the
reverse adhyåsa these also get reversed. Since both these are previously seen things
(pµurva-dæ¶¢a) there is scope for adhyåsa. But not so in the case of ‹uddha-åtman. Both
ëthatí and ënot thatí are Åtman. ̂ xzg.kxzkgdkHkkla fo"kf;fo"k;kHkkla foKkuLifUnra LifUnrfeokfo|;k* &
Vij¤åna spandita is the manifestation of the knower and the known, i.e. the immovable
Åtman himself appears as these two due to avidyå (Må.Kå.Bh.4.47). Therefore, one
who understands that he is Åtman has no duality. Therefore, there is no adhyåsa.
Therefore, there is no karma. Therefore, there is no birth. This Åtman who is
synonymous with mok¶a is to be understood only through the Upani¶ads. He is
Aupani¶ada Puru¶a. The beginning of Veda is karma kåƒŒa, which addresses people
with adhyåsa. The end part of Veda, i.e., Vedånta are the Upani¶ads. These are
addressed to those who want to destroy their adhyåsa. Knowing that this Åtman is
oneself is mok¶a.

›år∂raka means the j∂va who has accepted the ‹årira i.e. the body as himself.
Mimå≈så means a sacred discussion. It is sacred because it is a discussion about
Brahman. The purport of ›år∂raka Mimå≈så is this: In the first two chapters known as
samanvaya and avirodha respectively, it is established that k¶etra is Brahman. In the
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third chapter entitled sådhana it is shown that k¶etraj¤a is also the same Brahman and
it also tells about upåsanås helpful in getting this knowledge. In the last chapter of
phala, the fruit and features of mok¶a are discussed.

(24.2) The steps taken by the ›år∂raka Mimå≈så to convey the knowledge of the
oneness of Åtman are as follows: Through a critical analysis of adhyåsa the k¶etraj¤a
is separated from the k¶etra. With this, the meaning of the word twam ëyouí in the
ultimate lesson Tat-twam-asi is determined to be the pratyagåtman who is pråj¤a. It is
everyoneís experience that pråj¤a does not know who he is. To make one realize
this fault is the first step.

Similarly, the essence of the jagat is to be taught, separating the k¶etra jagat
from its features of change(anætatva), inertia (jaŒatva) and finiteness (parichinatva).
For this purpose, the ‹ruti gives the example of pot, clay etc to show the cause-
effect relationship between this essence and the jagat. The features of change etc
are seen in jagat through the forms which are mere wordsóvåcårambhaƒa. These
forms are an effect, and their cause can only be determined through themselves;
there is no other way. What are the features of the cause? There are no features of
the effect in the cause. To get the knowledge of the cause, it is not possible to
destroy the effect nor is it meaningful to say that one should wait till it gets
destroyed on its own. Therefore, even when the effect is visible the cause hidden
in it has to be separated from the features of the effect. What is meant by ëseparating
it?í

It means that through the ‹ruti pramåƒa one has to understand that the visible
form should also be the cause itself; otherwise it cannot come into existence at all -
^dk;kZdkjksøfi dkj.kL; vkReHkwr ,o vukReHkwrL; vukjH;Rokr~* (Sµu. Bh. 2.1.18). This is the non-
difference of cause and effect. The asymmetry in this law has to be noted. Namely
^vuU;Rosøfi dk;Zdkj.k;ks% dk;ZL; dkj.kkReRoa] u rq dkj.kL; dk;kZReRoe~* - Though non-difference
of effect-cause is told, effect is of the form of cause, but the cause is not of the form
of the effect (Sµu. Bh. 2.1.9). This understanding comes from paramårthadæ¶¢i, i.e.
recognizing the effect as nothing but the cause. The moment this understanding is
obtained, one will understand that k¶etra is nothing but its upådåna Brahman even
though the indriyas experience the features of change etc in k¶etra. The meaning of
the word ëtatí in the great sentence tat twa≈ asi is this Brahman. Though pots are
many, they are all one and the same clay, ̂ cz„Sosna fo'oe~* - The whole world is Brahman
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only (Mu 2.2.12). This Brahman, contrary to the effect, is satyam, j¤ånam and anantam.
After this is determined, one has to realize ̂ rŸoefl* - You are that (Cå. 6.8.7) through
nididhyåsana. This realization of oneness of Åtman is vidyå ^ck·kdkj& Hksncqfºfuo`fŸkjso

vkReLo:ikoyEcu dkj.ke~* - Taking support of the swarµupa of the Åtman, the sense of
difference is lost even when seeing the outside forms (G. Bh. 18.50). It is precisely
this sarvåtmabhåvaóI am everythingóthat is mok¶a (Br. 4.3.21).

 Additional Comments on the Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya

(25.1) After this commentary on the Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya, some additional comments
have to be made. The asmat-pratyaya-gocara pratyagåtman told in Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya
cannot be the fourth ›uddhåtman, i.e. he is not the pratyagåtman who is in the
experience of the aj¤ån∂. The reason is as follows: ̂ lksøUosëO;% l foftKkflrO;%* - He is to
be sought after, to be discussed (Cå. 8.7.1). Therefore, he is not pµurva-dæ¶¢a, i.e. not
seen earlier. Therefore, he cannot be recalled by memory, hence he cannot be smæti-
rµupa. ^vkReSosna loZe~* & All this is Åtman (Cå. 7.25.2). Therefore, there is nothing other
than Him. Hence, the sentence defining adhyåsa namely smæti-rµupa paratra pµurvadæ¶¢a
avabhåsa ^Le`fr:i% ij=k iwoZn`ëkoHkkl%* - The appearance elsewhere of a recollected form
of a thing seen before is not applicable to ›uddhåtman. The ›uddhåtman is invisible,
actionless, ungraspable, featureless, unthinkable, indescribable (Må. 7), i.e. He is
without any dharma. Therefore, the sentence that ëadhyåsa is seeing the dharma of
one in anotherí anyatra anya dharma avabhåsana is also not applicable to ›uddhåtman.
As a rule, He is vi¶ay∂ and never vi¶aya . He never becomes vi¶aya for anybody. ^;% rq

vkRe'kCnL; bfrij% iz;ksx% l vkRe'kCnizR;;ks% vkRerŸoL; ijekFkZrksøfo"k;RoKkiukFkZ%* - The use of
the suffix ëitií for the word Åtman is intended to remind that really either the word
Åtman or the åtma-pratyaya cannot represent an object (Br. Bh. 1.4.7). One who is not
an object even for a j¤ån∂, how can He become an object of ëIóawarenessí for the
aj¤ån∂?

Question: 'Due to adhyåsa, can he not become an object for ëIóawarenessí?í

Answer: No. For adhyåsa, såmånya j¤åna - just the elementary knowledge of the
existence of the adhi¶¢håna, is necessary. Aj¤ån∂ does not have even that. This is the
unobservability (avi¶ayatva)of the Åtman. On the contrary, that everyone has this
elementary knowledge of the existence of pråj¤a is a common experience. Therefore,
only he is asmat pratyaya gocara (object for 'Ióawareness'). On the other hand, the
Åtman is his witness. Bhå¶yakåra has said this directly as follows: ^uuq vkRek
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vgaizR;;fo"k;Rokr~ mifu"kRlq ,o foKk;rs bfr vuqiiUue~\ u_ rr~ lkf{kRosu izR;qDrRokr~* - Since Åtman
is an object for ëIóawarenessí how is it right to say that He is understood only
through the Upani¶ads? Not like that. Because, He is witness even for him (Sµu. Bh
1.1.4). In this way, the unobservable (avi¶aya)Åtman is as a rule of the nature of
light; if He were an vi¶aya He would be of the nature of darkness.

Further, since He is the fourth ^,dkReizR;;lkj%* - ekåtma-pratyaya-såra (Må. 7) He
can never be pratyaya gocara. Though the fourth Åtman is pratyagåtman also, He is
not in the experience of the ignorant people. Therefore ̂ izR;xkReizflºs%* - pratyagåtma-
prasidde¨ the well-known pratyagåtmaní does not apply to Him. Not only that, He is
not only pratyagåtman; He is sarvåtman, He is everywhere. One easily understands
when one is told that pråj¤a is not at all related to the body etc, though one is doing
adhyåsa in the wakeful state. Therefore, adhyåsa is obviously known to everybody.
But if we make the statement that ëadhyåsa has occurred in Åtmaní, it can never be
understood by anybody. Therefore, such adhyåsa is not sakala-loka-pætayak¶a. Hence,
this statement does not motivate the seeker to destroy adhyåsa; it remains only as
the imagination of the person saying it. Not only this, in the adhyåsa made in the
reverse direction, the body is the adhi¶¢håna and the pratyagåtman is the adhyåsta. If
this pratyagåtman is the fourth Åtman there can be no adhyåsa of His dharmas on the
body etc; because He is without any dharma. ëCanít His j¤åna and ånanda be
superimposedí? Impossible. They are His swarµupa, not dharmas which an aj¤ån∂ can
see.

 (25.2) In this way, after demonstrating that it is not possible to take the fourth
Åtman in place of pratyagåtman, it is necessary also to discuss what havoc has been
wrecked on the siddhånta by doing so. With the assumption of ›uddhåtman in the
place of pratyagåtman, whatever is adhyasta becomes asat - non existent. If this is
agreed upon, only buddhi, indriyas, body, son, wife etc. being adhyasta in the case of
pråj¤a, only that many become non-existent; however the rest of the world like sun,
moon etc., which are not adhyasta could be saved from going non existent. But in
the case of ›uddhåtman it is not so. Saying that ›uddhåtman is the adhi¶¢håna and the
whole world is adhyasta in Him, they assert that the whole world is non-existent. If
one asks, ëHow can it be non existent when it is being known through the indriyas?í
They say, ëJust as the serpent seen in the rope is non existent, the world
superimposed in Åtman also is non existent (asat). Therefore, in hundreds of places
Bhå¶yakåra has referred to the jagat as mithyå, imagined due to avidyå (avidyå-kalpita).
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This is plainly wrong because, taking the same analogy of rope and snake,
Bhå¶yakåra has explained that the jagat is not asat: - ^rnS{kr cgqL;ka iztk;s;sfr* & That
(Brahman) thought of becoming many and being born. Commenting on this ‹ruti
sentence he has saidó^;Fkk e`n~?kVk|kdkjs.k] ;Fkk ok jTTokfn likZ|kdkjs.k cqfºifjdfYirsuA vlnso

rfgZ lo± ;n~x`·rs jTtqfjo likZ|kdkjs.k\ uA lr ,o }Sr Hksnu vU;Fkk x`·ek.kRokr~ u vlŸoa dL;fpr~

Dofpr~* - Just as the rope etc. take birth as the conceived serpent etc., similarly, I will
be born in many forms. (Objection) If so, the world that is perceived is non existent
just like the snake perceived in the rope? (Answer) It is not like that. The existent
(Brahman) itself appears as another because of the sense of duality. Nothing at any
time is non existent (Cå. Bh. 6.2.23).

Therefore, the statement that like the non existent serpent in the rope, the world
seen is also non existent, is directly opposite to the ‹ruti statement that Brahman
Itself is standing in the form of the world out of Its own volition and also opposite
to the Bhå¶ya. When the ‹ruti is saying -^ln~ ,o lksE; bne~ vxz vklhr~* & Somya! In the
beginning, this (world) was sat only (Cå. 6.2.1), implying that the world was sat
even when it was not available for the senses. Does it become asat when it is available
to the senses?

Objection: Bhå¶yakåra has clearly said that ^tkxzn~ n`';kukefi---- vlŸoa LoIun`';or~

vuk'kaduh;e~-----feF;So rs* - There can be no doubt that the world is asat like the world of
dreams. It is mithyå only (Må. Kå. Bh. 2.7). How do you reconcile this statement?

Answer: It is true. It is possible to say this after the oneness of the Åtman has
been determined. This is because, the world is not different from this Åtman.
Therefore, there can never be an observable for the Åtman. However, the aj¤ån∂
puts forward his doubt after listening to the oneness of Åtman, that he is seeing the
world. If he is seeing it then it must be different from the Åtman, because we can
only see things which are different from us. Hence, it has to be asat. It is asat just
like the chariots etc. seen in dreams. But before establishing the oneness of Åtman
^rnsrr~ lR;a vforFke~A fda rr~\---eU=ks"kq-----dekZf.k-----* - The jagat that is observed is avitathaónot
mithyå,í i.e. it is a transactional reality (Mu.Bh.1.2.1). Jagat will never be lost; it always
exists. ^;Fkk p dkj.ka cz„ f=k"kq dkys"kq lŸoa u O;fHkpjfr ,oa dk;Ze~ vfi txr~ f=k"kq dkys"kq lŸoa u

O;fHkpjfr* - Just as Brahmanís existence is not affected in either of the three times
(past, present and future), the existence of the world also is not affected in either of
the three times (Sµu Bh 2.1.16).
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Doubt: If we accept the existence of names and forms, will it not contradict the
advaita ‹rutis, ëThis is one without a secondí, ëThere is not the least multiplicity
hereí etc.?

Answer: No. This has already been resolved through the example of pot, clay
etc. Seen from the causal point of view, just as the forms of clay are not different
from clay, the world of multiplicity is not different from Brahman. On the basis of
this understanding one gets the realisation, ëThis is one without a secondí, ëThere
is not the least multiplicity hereí etc. When due to avidyå one is seeing only the
multiplicity of names and forms then only these transactions occur - ̂ ;nk rq ijekFkZn`"V~;k-

--oLRoUrjkfLrRo O;ogkj%* (Br. Bh. 3.5.1).

For the knowledge of 'there is not the least multiplicity hereí (Br. 4.4.19), namely
for the oneness of Brahman, ‹ruti is the pramåƒa, not the indriyas. For the multiplicity
of the world, indriyas are the pramåƒa and not the ‹ruti.íOne pramåƒa does not
contradict another pramåƒa, in fact, the other pramåƒa gives the knowledge of an
object which cannot be known by the first pramåƒaí (Br. Bh. 2.1.20). Therefore, for
the oneness of Brahman taught by ‹ruti, the multiplicity seen through the indriyas
need not be rejected. What exists all through this multiplicity is only Brahman in
which there is no multiplicity. Therefore, fault is only in viewing the object and not
in the object itself. Brahman is Åtman. Hence, there is no multiplicity in Him.
However, even after the realisation of Åtmanís oneness, the world does not become
invisible for the j¤ån∂. Then how does he see it? Before he had obtained vidyå, the
world appeared as different from him; now the same world appears non-different.
So what is lost by vidyå is what was produced by avidyå. ëAnotherness, being the
result of avidyå, can be realised as a non-object by vidyå. Is not the non-existence of
the second moon the one that is seen by eyes without cataractí - ̂ vU;L; p vfo|k—rRos

fo|;k voLrqRon'kZuksiifŸk%A rfº f}rh; pUÊL;klŸoa ;nrSfefjds.k p{kq"erk u x`·rs* (Tai. Bh.
2.8).Therefore, what becomes invisible after getting vidyå is the one which appeared
different from himself because of avidyå. One who sees the jagat as different from
himself is mithyå-dar‹∂, i.e., one with wrong knowledge. The ‹ruti says that such a
person is unfit for mok¶a. ëThe one who views bråhmaƒa, k¶atriya (the worlds, devatås
etc) as different from Åtman, and having existence independent of the Åtman is a
mithyå-dar‹∂; and those objects seen as mithyå are mithyå-dæ¶ta. The mithyå-dæ¶ta world
rejects the mithyå-dar‹∂. In this way, seeing difference in the world is ridiculed and
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it is asserted that all objects are non-different from the Åtman and all this is Åtman
itselfí - ‘Ùees efn yeÇÿe#e$eeefokebâ peieled DeelceveesÓvÙe$e mJeelev$ÙeCe ueyOe meÆeJeb heMÙeefle, leb efceLÙeeoe|Meveb leosJe

efceLÙeeÂ°b yeÇÿe#e$eeefokebâ peieled hejekeâjesefle Fefle YesoÂef°ceheesÅe Fob meJeË ÙeoÙeceelcee (ye=. 2.4.6) Fefle meJe&mÙe

JemlegpeelemÙe DeelceeJÙeeflejskeâceJeleejÙeefle~’ (Sµu. Bh. 1.4.19). Therefore, the statement that the
jagat is mithyå is directly opposite to the ‹ruti.

(25.3) Suppose it is asked ëthat which is mithyå is not available for transaction;
but the changing jagat is available for transaction. How is this possible?í They say
ëTransaction is also mithyå.í They do not see any differences in the words anæta
(changing), mithyå (illusory), anirvacn∂ya (ambiguous for description), pråtibhåsika
satya (apparent reality), vyåvahårika satya (transactional reality). Anæta is transactional
reality, not illusion. Commenting on Tai. 2.6 Bhå¶yakåra saysó^,de~ ,o fg ijekFkZlR;a

cz„A bg iqu% O;ogkjfo"k;e~ vkisf{kdÏ lR;a e`xr`f".kdk|u`rkis{k;k mndkfn lR;e~ mP;rsA vu`ra p rn~

foijhre~A fdÏ iqu% ,rr~ loZe~ vHkor~\ lR;a ijekFkZlR;e~* - Ultimate reality is Brahman only.
Water which is transactional reality is compared with the mirage which is apparent
reality. Here the water is called satya and the mirage which is different from water
is called anæta. Both these are in their nature the ultimate reality. Further, transaction
is also not mithyå. For the j¤ån∂ ^lnkReuk lR;Ro vH;qixekr~-------loZO;ogkjk.kka loZfodkjk.kka p

lR;Roe~* - All transactions and all forms are real because they are viewed as Brahman
(Cå. Bh. 6.3.2). ̂ izkd~ lnkRefoKkukr~ LokReu% vU;Lekr~ lr%----------mRifŸkizy;kS vHkwrke~A lnkRefoKkus rq

lfr LokRer ,o lao`ŸkkSA rFkk loksZøI;U;ks O;ogkj% vkReu% ,o fonq"k%* - Prior to Åtmanís knowledge
creation, destruction etc were happening from someone different from him. But
after getting Åtma-vij¤åna everything is happening from Åtman only. In this way,
for the j¤ån∂, all transactions are from Åtman onlyí (Cå. Bh. 7.26.1).

(25.4) There is indeed a chain of imaginations done to protect the concept that
jagat is mithyå. Firstly, about the pair måyå-avidyå: If the world is treated as non-
existent, måyå which is the cause for the creation, sustenance and destruction of the
world as described in ‹ruti, smæti and puråƒas, loses its place. When it is said that
though it is non-existent it is seen due to avidyå, the latter usurps the place of måyå.
To reconcile with this imagined equivalence of måyå and avidyå, they have to
imagine an ambiguous description (anirvacn∂yatva) for avidyå also, mimicking the
anirvacn∂yatva of måyå. Then for some, the ›uddha-Brahman gets coupled with avidyå
(avidyå-‹abala).For some others, måyå and avidyå are synonyms. For yet others, måyå
is avidyå-kalpita. For some others, when avidyå is lost by acquiring vidyå, måyå is also
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lost. Yet others see remnants of avidyå even in the j¤ån∂. For others, avidyå is the
effect of måyå - it misleads us by using åvaraƒa-‹akti and åk¶epa-‹akti. Since it is said
that during pralaya, Brahman alone exists, måyå cannot exist in pralaya.Therefore for
them, måyå becomes anitya. Since ∫‹wara is coupled with måyå, for some, ∫‹wara also
goes out of existence during pralaya etc. These are the so called prakriyås, i.e.,
alternatives for siddhånta. What siddhånta? That jagat is mithyå - not for the advaita
propounded by ›a∆kara. But none of these statements is correct.

First about Brahman being coupled with avidyå (avidyå-‹abala). J∂va is the one
with avidyå. He is not different from nitya-‹uddha-buddha-mukta Brahmanóthis is the
siddhånta. Paramåtman is different from the j∂va, but j∂va is not different from
Paramåtman - ^ijekReu% thokn~ vU;Roa] thoL; rq u ijLekn~ vU;Roe~* (Sµu. Bh. 1.3.19). Further,
Bhå¶yakåraís commentary for the sentenceóëHe understood himself as Brahmaní
is as follows: -^vkRekue~ ,okosr~ vga cz„kfLe bfr---cz„f.k vfo|kuqiifŸk% bfr psr~ u] cz„f.k fo|k

foékkukr~A--------u czwe%------------cz„f.k vrºekZé;kjksi.kk ukLrhfrA fdÏ rfgZ u cz„ LokRefu vrºekZé;kjksi.k

fufeŸke~ vfo|kdr`Z p bfrA Hkorq ,oa u vfo|kdr`Z HkzkUra p cz„A fdÏrq u ,o vcz„ vfo|kdrkZ psru%

HkzkUr% vU;% b";rs* - ëHow is it right to say that there is avidyå in Brahman?í It is not like
that. Vidyå has been prescribed in Brahman. ëWe are not saying that there is adhyåropa
of a dharma in Brahman which is not in It.í Then what are you saying? 'That Brahman
is not the cause for the adhyåropa of this dharma. Nor does it create avidyå by itself.í
Let it be that Brahman is not the imposer of avidyå and also not confused. But the
j∂va who is the imposer of avidyå and confused - he is not different from Brahman
(Br. Bh. 1.4.10). So, avidyå ‹abalam Brahma is a seditiously wrong imagination.

Further about måyå and avidyå being synonymous: ^nsgkfn la?kkrk% vkReek;k

folftZrk%A vkReu% ek;k vfo|k] r;k izR;qiLFkkfirk%* - The body etc. are åtma-måyå-visarjita.
Here åtmanís måyå means avidyå, and the physical body etc are projected by this
avidyå (Må. Kå. 3.10) and in the next ‹lokaís commentary ^ij ,o vkRek;% iwo± lR;e~

KkueuUre~ cz„ bfr iz—r%A ;LeknkReu%-----la?kkrk% vkReek;k folftZrk% lR;a Kkua vuUra* - Satyam J¤ånam
Anantam Brahman is the Åtman in present context. From this åtman only, body etc.
are created by His måyå (Må. Kå. 3.11). In this way, the same word måyå when
applied to the j∂va is called avidyå and when applied to the Brahman is called måyå.
In this way, måyå and avidyå are separated in the kårikå. ^vgadkj bfr vfo|kla;qDre~

vO;Dre~* - Aha≈kåra means avidyå coupled with avyakta (G. Bh. 7.4); ^vfo|kfn
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vusdlalkjchte~ vUrnksZ"kor~ ek;k* - Måyå in which the many seeds of sa≈såra like avidyå
etc are concealed (G. Bh. 7.3); ̂ iz—frLFkRok[;k vfo|k lalkjL; dkj.ke~* - The coupling with
prakæti due to avidyå is sa≈såra (G. Bh. 13.20); ^iz—R;k------vfo|k:i% la;ksx% lalkj%* - The
avidyå concealed in prakæti, is the cause of sa≈såra (G.Bh. 13.21) etc. sentences clearly
deny the synonymity of avidyå and mayå.

 In order to satisfy the imagined synonymity between the two, an ambiguous
description of avidyå is also propounded (see 14.4). But after a detailed analysis
avidyå is described only as ^vfo|kfoijhrxzkgd% la'k;ksiLFkkid% vxzg.kkRedks ok* - non-
comprehension (agrahaƒa), doubtful (sa≈‹aya) and wrong comprehension (anyathå
grahaƒa) (G.Bh. 13.2). ^;fn KkukHkko% ;fn la'k;Kkua ;fn foijhrKkua ok mP;rs vKkue~ bfr] lo± fg

rr~ Kkusu ,o fuoR;Zrs* - Whether absence of knowledge or doubtful knowledge or wrong
knowledge, whatever is called aj¤åna, all that will be removed by jnåna onlyí (Br.
Bh. 3.3.1). This is the unambiguous description of avidyå. Therefore, the bhå¶ya does
not approve of this avidyå of ambiguous description.

 Next, the idea that måyå is misleading the j∂vas by its two powers of åvaraƒa
and vik¶epa. This is totally unacceptable because it is only through måyå that Brahman
assumes multiple forms. Why? ^:ia :ia izfr:iks cHkwo] rnL; :ia izfrp{k.kk;* - For every
form, it assumed a co-form in order to make its inherent form known (Br. 2.5.19).
The bhå¶ya comments on this sentence like this - ^;fn fg uke:is u O;kfÿ;srs] rnk vL;

vkReuks fu#ikfékdÏ :ia izKku?kuk[;a u izfr[;k;sr* - Had It not carved out these names and
forms, then, that the adjunctless form of the Åtman is just solid awareness could
never have been understood (Br. Bh. 2.5.19). ̂ iz—fr% p f=kxq.kkfRedk loZdk;Zdj.kfo"k;kdkjs.k

ifj.krk iq#"kL; HkksxkioxkZFkZdrZO;r;k nsgsfUÊ;k|kdkjs.k lagU;rs* & This prakæti of three qualities
gets modified to the forms of kårya, karaƒa and objects and gets finally organized in
the forms of bodies, indriyas etc for the purpose of prosperity and/or mok¶a of the
j∂vaí (G. Bh. Introduction to chapter 13). Therefore, it is unreasonable to hold måyå
responsible for the j∂vaís lustful extrovert response to the world.

Next, that måyå is non-eternal is clearly opposite to the bhå¶yaó^fuR;s'ojRokn~

bZ'ojL; rRiz—R;ks% vfi ;qDra fuR;Rosu Hkforqe~A iz—fr};oRoe~ ,o fg bZ'ojL; bZ'ojRoe~* & Since ∫‹wara
is always ∫‹wara His two prakætis have to be eternal. This is because, being coupled
with these two prakætis is the ∫‹waraness of ∫‹wara (G. Bh. 13.9). Some people twist
the meaning of the word ëeternalí to mean ëa very long timeí to suit their imaginations.
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This is not possible. However long this time may be, sinceó^ékkrk ;FkkiwoeZdYi;r~* &
∫‹wara created this world just like in previous times (°Rgveda Sa≈hitå 10.190.3),
måyå is necessary for the creation that happens even after this long time. So, saying
that måyå is non-eternal is wrong.

Then about the remnants of avidyå in a j¤ån∂: ̂ ; ,o vfo|kfnnks"k fuo`fŸk Qy—RizR;;%

vk|% vUR;% lUrr% vlUrrks ok l ,o fo|k* - Whether the first or the last thought, whether
it is a result of continuous or discontinuous thinking, the knowledge which removes
all the faults of avidyå etc. is vidyå (Br. Bh. 1.4.10). ^vkRefo"k;a foKkua ;Rdkye~] rr~ dkys ,o

rf}"k;kKkufrjksHkko% L;kr~A vr% cz„fo|k;ka lR;ke~ vfo|kdk;kZuqiiŸks% iznhi bo re% dk;ZL;* - The
moment the knowledge of Åtman dawns, that moment itself, its (Åtman's) ignorance
is removed. So, with the rise of Brahma-vidyå, the effects of avidyå vanish just as
darkness vanishes the moment light comes (Br. Bh. 1.4.10). So, there can never be
remnants of avidyå in a j¤ån∂.

(25.5) Then sarvåtmabhåva spoken by ‹ruti i.e. the awareness that everything is
Himselfóis an uncomfortable statement for those who proclaim that the world is
non-existent. So, they totally abandon it. ^vge~ v¬ke~ vge~ v¬kkn% vga 'yksd—r~* - I am the
food, I am the eater, I am that ∫‹wara who pairs up the eater and his food (Tai. 3.10).
^vga euq% vHkoa lw;Z% p* - I am Manu, I am the sun (Br. 1.4.10), ^fo|kfou;lEiUus czk„.ks xfo

gfLrfuA 'kqfu pSo 'oikdÍ p if.Mrk% lenf'kZu%* - J¤ån∂s view the learned and gentle bråhmaƒa,
the cow, elephant, the dog, and the cåƒŒåla all equally (G∂tå 5.18)ósuch are the
sentences of sarvåtmabhåva. If the food, the eater, ∫‹wara, Manu, Sµurya, bråhmaƒa are
all non-existentóthere is no meaning for such sentences. For this reason too, the
non-existence of the world is absurdly wrong.

(25.6) In this way, a limitless number of ideas are superimposed on the bhå¶yas
of ›a∆kara, damaging what is heard from there and imagining the unheard. They
have assumed such importance that common people think that this is what has
been taught by ›a∆kara. Therefore, a study of the bhå¶ya is not producing the correct
understanding in seekers. Such ideas have created opponents for the otherwise
blemishless bhå¶ya. Moreover, they are mutually contradictory also. Some people
offer solace by saying ëhe says like this, the other one says like that; but these are
all only alternative proofs for arriving at the one and the same conclusioní. But this
pacification does not achieve its intended purpose; on the other hand, it creates
more confusion, because ëthisí and ëthatí proofs are opposite to each other. In some
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intermediate steps of ‹åstra, one could perhaps say ëpa¤cikaraƒa is one way and
trivætkaraƒa another of arriving at this resultí. But for the ultimate message (siddhånta)
there can never be alternative proofs, that too proofs contradicting each other.

Therefore, for the advaita propounded by the ‹ruti, there is only one proof and
that is, given by ›a∆kara himself. ̂ u vU;% iUFkk v;uk; fo|rs* - There cannot be another
proof. True. Though the bhå¶yas of ›a∆kara are pleasant to study, the meaning in a
certain place may be difficult to understand because they are guiding a wide
spectrum of seekersólike people doing karma, intelligent students, sannyåsis etc;
doubts can arise. To get the right answer for any doubt, the point to remember is
the following: the topic is vast. Solutions for all doubts cannot be available in a
single place for everyone. But, for each and every doubt, there is certainly the
solution somewhere else in the bhå¶yas. There is no exception to this rule at all.
This is the omniscience of Bhagavan Bhå¶yakåra. In the Vedas, it becomes
necessary in several places to interpret passages going against other pramåƒas. That
is done by treating them as arthavåda in praise of injunctions. But in the ›a∆kara
Bhå¶ya, one never comes across such situations where an interpretation is necessary,
because their very purpose is to explain things clearly without any ambiguity.
Therefore, one should never subject the ununderstood words and sentences to
squeezing, bending and twisting or adding and dropping ideas to extract the
meaning one wants. This is unacceptable. One should understand their meaning
only by the other sentences of the bhå¶ya said in that context. If one does not follow
this concept and introduces new ideas therein, they will invariably be damaging
what is heard or they will only remain unheard imaginations.

It is extremely regrettable that one such painful example should be there in
the very first word of Vedånta ›åstra. Who would interpret the word ëasmat -Ií in
^;q"enLeRizR;;xkspj;ks% fo"k;fo"kf;.kks%* - yu¶mat asmat pratyaya gocarayo¨ in Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya
as the ›uddhaåtman when he has read and remembers the sentence k¶etra-k¶etraj¤ayo¨
^{ks=k{ks=kK;ks% fo"k;fo"kf;.kks%* in G∂tå Bhå¶ya? Is it not because of this Himalayan blunder
that the world had to become 'asatónon-existent'? After assuming that the world is
non-existent, who would not drop the assumption when he notices the negative
reply to the objection ^vln~ ,o rfgZ lo± ;r~ x`·rs-----* - Then, is the whole world non-
existent like the serpent seen in the snake? Is it not because of continuing with this
assumption instead of dropping it that måyå and avidyå became synonyms? Who
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will continue with this synonymity the moment he reads the sentences like ^vgadkj

bfr vfo|kla;qDre~ vO;Dre~* - Aha≈kåra is avidyå coupled with måyå etc? In this way,
making a new imagination to cover up or justify the damage done by the previous
imagination, has led to a limitless cascade of fanciful imaginations of the bhå¶ya.
The purport of the bhå¶ya has gone out of sight and heated debates between the so
called alternative proofs have occupied its place. If the word ëasmat-Ií in Adhyåsa
Bhå¶ya had been interpreted as k¶etraj¤a in accordance with G∂tå Bhå¶ya, only
difference between the world and its knower k¶etraj¤a could have been demonstrated
and the idea of the non-existence of the world could have been avoided. Is it not
so? Consequently, would not the whole of the cascade of consequent imaginations
been avoided? In this way, these imaginations have wrought havoc in the ‹åstra
instead of making it intelligent. ›a∆kara Bhå¶ya is pure and complete in itself. It
does not suffer from any faults which need to be removed, nor does it require the
addition of any virtues. ›a∆kara is Para-Brahman, and his bhå¶yas are the Vedas.
This must never be forgotten.

888
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A Birdsí Eyeview of the Brahmasµutras

(1) Bhå¶yakåra has clearly stated at the end of the Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya that getting
the knowledge of the oneness of Åtman is the purport of ›år∂raka M∂må≈så. There is
advantage in knowing the sequence of steps followed by the ‹åstras for this purpose.
This is only a brief pointer, just enough to meet the goal of this book:

ëTatí in the great sentence ëTat twa≈ asióThat you areí is only pure existenceó
i.e. Brahman alone. To know that as oneís self is the knowledge of the oneness of
Åtman. True. It cannot be gotten by speech, mind, eyes or any other sense. Though
it is so attributeless, it does exist because it is known to be the cause of the worldó
^uSo okpk u eulk u p{kq"kk u vU;S% vfi bfUÊ;S% izkIrqa 'kD;rs bR;FkZ%A rFkkfi loZfo'ks"kjfgr% vfi txr%

ewye~ bfr voxrRokr~ vfLr ,o (cz„)* (Ka. Bh.2.3.12).

So, Brahman has to be understood only through the world. Therefore, the
discussion of Brahman starts with ëCreation etc.í sµutra. Though Brahman as the
material cause of the world is implied in this sµutra, its main discussion is in the
first påda of the second chapter. Using the examples of clay etc, it is shown there
that the ëworld is Brahmaní, but Brahman is different from the worldí through the
law of non-difference of effect and cause (kårya kåraƒa ananyatva nyåya). With this,
the oneness of Brahman who is Satyam, J¤ånam and Anantam, is established. Next
about its efficient causeness: In order to teach that the Åtman is the Satyam- J¤ånam
-Anantam Brahman, all the transactions like becoming many, creation, entering (in
j∂va form), obtaining pleasure, fearlessness, sa≈kramaƒa (higher knowledge) etc.
are conceived of in Brahman - ̂ lR;a Kkue~ vuUra cz„ bfr ;FkksDry{k.k vkReizfriŸ;FkZeso cgqHkou

lxZ&izos'k&jlykHk&vHk;&laÿe.kkfn ifjdYI;rs cz„f.k lo± O;ogkj fo"k;s* (Tai. Bh. 2.8).

In this way, in the first step of teaching Brahman-Åtman oneness, transaction
(vyavahåra), which is not actually in Brahman, is conceived in Brahman. This is called
adhyåropa. The moment Brahman is understood through this, adhyåropa becomes
apavåda. i.e. withdrawn; the conceived transaction is withdrawn.

ëDoes it mean that the vyavahåra which is conceived in Brahman is imagined
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due to avidyå (avidyå -kalpita)?í No; what is avidyå -kalpita has already been explained
(Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya 25.2). From the causal point of view, even vyavahåra is true (Cå. Bh.
7.26.1), not false. It should never be forgotten that nothing is asat - non-existent, at
any time - ^u vlŸoa dL;fpr~ Dofpr*~& (Cå. Bh. 6.2.23). ëIf so, how is the vyavahåra of
creation etc. possible in Brahman who is only pure existence? It is wrong to ask this
question when the ‹ruti tells us it is so. ëThis was the one only without a second satí
^lnso lksE;snexzklhr~ ,desokf}rh;a--------rnS{kr cgqL;ka iztk;s;sfr rŸkstksøl̀tr* - That (Brahman) reflected
to be born in many forms. It created fire (Cå. 6.21.23) says the ‹ruti, which should be
understood as such.

ëSaying that other pramåƒas also apply to Brahman since it is an existent object,
is wishful thinking. Brahman, like dharma, can be understood only through ‹ruti.í
ëWho knows clearly? Who can say from where this multifaceted creation has come
out from?í says the ‹ruti that even highly evolved souls have difficulty in
understanding the cause of the world. So there is no scope for dry logic here. Pråj¤a
detached from the world becomes sat-åtman in deep sleep. This worldless Åtman
Himself is creating (the dream world. How?). Though world born out of Brahman
is not different from it, is not Brahman even now the same as it always is? - ̂ ;r~ rq mDra

ifjfu"i¬kRokr~ cz„f.k izek.kkUrjkf.k laHkos;q% bfr rnfi euksjFkek=ke~A -------vkxeek=k lefékxE; ,o rq v;e~

vFkZ% ékeZor~A -------dks vºk osn d bg izokspr~] b;a fol`f"V;Zr vkcHkwo bfr pSrs ΩpkSss flºkuke~ vfi bZ'ojk.kka

nqcksZékrka txRdkj.kL; n'kZ;r% -----u vusu fe"ks.k 'kq"drdZL; v=k vkReykHk% laHkofr* -----LoIukUrcqºkUr;ks#Hk;ks%

brjsrjO;fHkpkjkr~ vkReu% vuUokxrRoe~A laizlkns p izi¸ifjR;kxsu lnkReuklaiŸks% fu"izi¸ lnkReRoa iziapL;

cz„izHkoRokr~ dk;Zdkj.kkuU;U;k;su cz„kO;frjsd* (Sµu. Bh. 2.1.6).

(2) Continuing this discussion of Brahman being the cause of the world and
refuting the view of those who oppose this causality, later sµutras deal with the
process of creation. Afterwards comes the discussion of ëtwam-youí. Just as
Brahmanís nature was determined by starting with the creation of the world, the
j∂va's inherent nature is fixed by starting from his doership etc.

So first comes the discussion of the doer j∂va. Next, in the second påda of the
third chapter, ëtwam-youí is decided as pråj¤a, using the mahå-tarka (great logic) of
the three states* of universal experience. This pråj¤a does not know who he is. To
provide this knowledge, his deep sleep experience of ëI did not know anything, I

*waking, dreaming and deep sleep
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slept happilyí is investigated. It is shown that the reason for his happiness and not
knowing anything is the oneness that he obtained with Brahman in his deep sleep.
So the sµutras decide that pråj¤a is indeed Brahman. By reflection and contemplation
of this message ëThat you areí, one gets the realisation of Åtmanís oneness. When
this realisation illumines the intellect, it shows up in the wakeful and dream states
as the feeling ëEverything is myselfí, because everything is Brahman. The rest of the
Brahma Sµutras discuss the methods of obtaining vidyå, its fruit mok¶a, the destruction
of all karma in a j¤ån∂ and his påpa and puƒya etc.

There are four chapters in the Brahma Sµutras: Reconciliation - leUo;ké;k;] non-
conflict-vfojksékké;k;] practice - lkékuké;k;] fruit - Qyké;k;. In each, there are four pådas
- sub-chapters and in each påda several adhikaraƒas (groups of sµutras dealing with a
single topic). There are 192 adhikaraƒas in total. Some adhikaraƒas have only one
sµutra; the total number of sµutras is 555. In each adhikaraƒa, there are five steps:

(1) Sa∆gati: Meaning connection with the previous topic. For example, the sa∆gati
for the first sµutra is Adhyåsa Bhå¶ya.

(2) Vi¶aya: The subject under discussion.

(3) Sa≈‹aya: Doubts about the subject.

(4) Pµurvapak¶a: Opposite views

(5) Siddhånta: Final decision derived after refuting the opposite views.
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